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In this chapter, we examine in r{hat sense, if any, theories

of thnguage structure and grammars of particular languages may be

considered to be t,heories of human linguistic capacities and

abilities, and we chart the succession of approaches made by

generative grammar in attempting Eo privide instances of such

theories. The interest accruing to this issue stems not from any

desire to stipulate disciplinary boundaries between linguistics
and psychology (or biology), but rather lies in bringing ro rhe

forefront of discussion the metatheoretical goals and assumptions

- especially in regard to the rauEonomyt view of a purely forrnal

and non-semantically based syntax -- motivating the widely-held

belief that linguistic theory is perforce a branch or subdicipline

of Eheoretical (cognirive) psychology. I

we begin bv considering some general problems with ascribing

capacities and abilities, and with the conceptual difficulries

encountered in speaking of theories of capacities and abilities

and of Ehe relaEion of these to behavior under one or another

description. Although the relation between a capacity and its
manifestati.on or exercise in behavior remains problematic, r^re

conerude that only well-articulated E.heories of capacities

and abilit,ies --e.g.r ds (hierarchicalry) organized behavior

-- warrant systemaEic ascriptions. rn respect t.o the linguistic

I- For example, Chomsky speaks of
language rvhich is "a branch of
"goa1 is Eo exhibiE and clarify
make ir possible for a human Eo
(1972a: I l4) .

an approach to Ehe study of
theoretical psychology" whose

E.he mental capacities that
learn and use a language"
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ability of speakers of a language to 'recognizet certain word

sequences as well-formed and not others, an ability extending

to agbitrarily nany word sequences that a given speaker has not

previously encountered, the proposal is examined (52) that a

gramm4r systemrtically and compositionally characterizing'all

and onlyt the intuitively well-formed word sequences of a language

can be taken as a theory or rational reconstruction of this ability.

Here we find that il-licit analogies hrith the theory of formal systems

have resulted in a misleading emphasis on the notion of a "ru1e of

grammar". Taken as applying to entire classes of rexical items

of some traditional (Noun, Verb, etc.) category, this notion appears

to have but lirnited valiiity, due to a completely general lack of

uniform applicabiliry of syntactic generalizations ('ru1es') to

different lexicar items within the specified category. This finding

underwrites t,he view that senEence sE,ructure, as articulated by an

empirically adequate gramnar capable of accounting for the range of
C-.f*3 . f-toccurrences (distribution) of each lexical item, may bceemprFis,ed{

of a structure of word dependendes; the elaboration of this proposal

is deferred until Chapter 5 $$ I and 3, and Chapter 6. Finally, in

$3, we trace how the evoluti-on of generative grarmrar, under the imper-us

of developing an explaaat,ory account of child language acquisition, has

in effect abandoned ics prior concern to provide a rule-governed descrip-

tion of 'a11 and only' the sentences of a language. I^Iith this develop-

menc, the clain that linguistic theory is to be subsumed by cognitive

psvchology or t,he neurobiology of Ehe future no longer rests upon the
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in various languages. However,sr-iS*r".r.+".epresentative Mt
\. J

argument.s in support of innateness claims concerning data in even \JV/,.*CJ .^' jht<{+J ,^ fone languagef s,hs*'s?r,that the posited innate constraint supposedtl . /*\ ,L.lt, 1\** L-r- e .' \ u ,rg
governing Ehe form of the described data is, -@

generative methodological goal, but upon certain inchoate views

as to Ehe central notions of tlanguaget and tgratmart, supported

by a'so-called rplausibility argument' concerning the character

of empirical data evailable to the child language learner. In

pursuit of "explanatory adequacy", generative granmar has been led

Eo formulat.e its claims about innateness on the basis of a lirnited

range of linguistic data (so-called "sarnple facts") accumulated

concerted effort to determine the domain of the constraint by

^i;^i,'.Jtr . a..-\
exten-di5*ef coverage, aE best a restriction which pertains^td

tn. "1"*ple data" under consideration. And, as several examples

of this argumentation show, despite Ehe concern to fonrard

explanatory hypotheses, questions may be raised as to r.rhether

the posited restriction in fact correctly describes even the

selecEed data; pending such demonstration, Ehe too-ready interpre-

tion of "sample facts" as evidencing the presence of an innate

constraint on grarmati-cal form is simply not credible. IE may

be concluded that generative grammar has not presented a persuasive

case for its conception of the disciplinary standing of linguistic

theory and the nature of language structure.
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4.L On Ascriptions of Capacities. Before addressing the question

as to what kind of theories are or can be theories of linguistic

capacities, we would do well to first direct our attention to an

explication of the term tcapacityt and to an overview of some tradi-

tional problems associated with capacity ascriptions. Given the

tendency of some recent writers in the philosophy of psychology
X\!

to use the termdrtcapacity' and 'dispositionr interchangeably,r it
\

seems useful iniEially to draw some systematic distinctions. To be

sure, there are Presystemat.ic distinctions which might be drawn on

the grounds of cortrnon usage. For example, it seems distinctly odd

to say that, sugar has the capacity to dissolve in l4taterl after all,

r*e will hardl-y allow the.implicature that, although having such

capacity, sugar might tdecidef not to dissolve in r,tater. Stil1,

since it is perfectly admissible to say water has the capacity to

dissolve sugar and salt but not oil, it is not irnrrediately obvious

how Eo separate the two cases. Other examples of what may Pass as

ordinary usage are somewhat more perspicuous for the purpose of pre-

systemaEic elarification. One can, e.8., say that the president has

the capacity to act as head of state; less readily, that he is disposed to

do so. Simi.larly, Ehat a photosynthesizing plant is disposed to orient

ics growt.h towards Ehe direction of a light-source rather than that it

has the capacity for direetional grovrth. Such differences in usage
l-r f /'1 -

rnight, more systematically, be accounted t".).kt!:'ry::\!"1to Ehe
LwT **'*>J

(problematic) analysis of dispositional statements as suPporting

I'E.g., Curnnins (1983:28 fn.t). This is understandable since Ehe case
Curnmins offers for "functional interpretive analysis" as a legitimate
scheme of psychological explanation turns on the distinction between
flow-charE programs and subsumption under causal laws. The flow-chart
model, making no reference to laws or lawlike statements' thus encourages
the reversion to the traditional, pre-Carnapian synonom)t of these terms.
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counterfactual or hypothetical conditionals. For our purposes,

however, it may suffice to adopt a distinction available in the

liteiature. I ,o say rhat A has the capacity (or abili ty 2) to x
is to say that there are conditions (which need not be specified)

under which A does x (A x's). whereas Eo say that A is disposed to

x is to require both that the relevant conditions be specified and

to affirm a lawlike statement that, when these conditi.ons obtain,

A xfs (does a bit of x-ing). chonskyrs aversion to dispositional

accounts of languag. 3 
"r., of course, rooted in his scepticism

I
Danto and Morgenbesser (L957:502) cired by Chomsky (19gOa:255 fn.4).

, Cf. Henpel (1955:457 ft).
,- Chonsky has used these terms synonomously in the past in referring

Eo what a grammar' as a competence theory, describes. More recently,with the Postulat.ion of modular rcompetencest, he has sought to sever
the association with the term rability'; see $ 4.3 bel_ow.

" The notable protagonist, here, certainly, is Quine; see Chornsky (L967a:10),
(f969b :267-B)and(i969c:315-6). This has not dissuaded Chomsky, following
Leibniz in this regard, from employing the term tdispositionr to charact-
erize rationalism's view of a priorl knowledge \rith which he is in general
agreement: "...rationalist speculation has assumed that the general formof a system of knowledge is fixed in advance as a disposition of the mind
..." (1965a:51). As he points out at some length in polemies with Quine,
Ehe dispute over digpositional accounts of language concerns not the term
'dispositionr butlq Quine's definition of language as a system cf
dispositions to respond, where thls may be construed as involving such
noti-ons -5€fthe probability of the occurrence of a particular utterancein a given siruarion (l9|9b*ana(1975c zL94-204). However, Chomsky isclearly uneasy with the term rdisposition' as referring to the principles
of Universal Granmar. These are not to be construed as dispositions to
speak in ways that are in accordance with them, but as " 'disposition(s)r(if one insists on this term) to acquire a certain competence (i.e., a
certain coggtitive structure, a grammar, knowledge of language)" (1975c:222).
The hesitance t.o use the term rdisposit,ion' to refer Eo what is otherwise
held to be "the child's innate predisposition to learn a language"(1965a:25)
is in line with the farniliar analysis of disposiEions as involving reference
co latrlike statements, which are adnittedly not part of the account Chomskv
of fers. He,r1ce, it would seem, the preference for the term 'capacity'.

- ./t
\\F

$-f. vo', r.

or'Z*r, M-
t*"' \ " *\'

\.t/-
.tt' Qpr
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(expressed most forcefully in his well-known review of Skinner's

Verbal Behavior) that any such statements (or any such statements

which are 'interesting') can be discovered which will lawfully

assoctate particular stimulus conditions of the appropriate,

physicalistic kind with partieular verbal utterances.l

Whereas on the analysis just presented, to say that a person

has a particular capacity or ability is to say no more than that

there are (unspecified) conditi.ons under whiCh he exhibits the

relevant behavior. In particular, it is not to say that if these

conditions do obtain, then the relevant behavior wil-1 be manifested.

And this means that Ats x-ing behavior may only be a sufficient but

not a necessary condition_ for the ascription to A of a capacity or

ability to x. Under this construal, therefore, capacity and ability

ascriptions are non-disconfirmable (Danto and Morgenbesser, op.cit).

At this point we can see the epistemologicaL problems that capacity

ascriptions in general occasion in view of the difficulties which confront

the legitimate denand that some evidential warrant be provided for such

ascriptj.ons. These are, in the main, two. On the one hand, in the admi-

ssion that behavior may provide even a sufficient warrant for capacity

ascriptions, hre run into the imnediate difficulty (as Locke was well

aware, see p.207 ta I below) that since we can posit the exi.stence of

capacities, indeed innate capacities, for everything we actually do

succeed in doing, the notion of capacity holds 1itt1e interest. For

1' However, if ?engaging in t,he normal use of languaget is unpaeked, as
it. often is in discussions of "linguistic ereativltyrr, e.g.rChonsky
(L972a:I1-I3) as involving the speaker's ability to produce "approPriate"
and "coherent" utterances, it would seem that these latter notions,
if not a mere facon de parler,do or may invoLve reference to lawlike
statements. In general, it is incurnbent upon any account of "linguist,ic
creativity" to specify in what, "appropriateness" consists (a Point stressed
Eo me by M. Gottfried), an obligation not meE in generative grannnr (S 4.3
below. We address this issue under the head of 'discourse' and
tsublanguage' in chapter 6.
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if A does a bit of x-ing, A is certainly capable of x-ing and, a fortiori

A may be said to have the capacity to x. I ,h.t" would thus appear to be

as many capacity ascriptions to A as there are descriptions of Afs

behavior, leaving the notion of capacity an idle wheel, turning nothing.

And, on the other hand, how can capacities be significantly ascribed

if it is maintained that there need be no evidential warrant soueht in

the behavior of one said to possess the capacity? Do we not then run

the risk of subscribing to a doctrine of occult powers of nind?

I,Iith regard to difficulties of the former kind, it appears requisite

-- in order to salvage significance for capacity ascriptions -- to

stipulate that only certain aspects or instances of behavior tcountt

as the exercise of the capacity in question, i.e., may be hel-d as warrant

sufficient for one to be said to possess the capacity. l,Ie can immediately

appeal here to tcleart cases: Janrs bicycling and Jeants pastry-rnaking.

But what about John, sitting at his desk? Wtrich aspects of his behavior
ca4ol,J..as L 11,.i-tr 42^'-e;q ?

'countr as the exercise of capacitiesr'and which^enei*f Short of a 'natural

kinds' taxonomy of behavior, which prima facie sirnply begs t,he question

at issue, iE seems most unlikely that behavior can be partitioned into

what is and what is not the exercise of particular capaclties. But need

it be assumed that the exercise of a capacity be manifested as observable

behavi.or at all? 2 Fot if it is not even intuitively clear whar mav count

I
Cf. the Scholastic principle
by Geach (1957: 15) .

Ab esse ad posse valet consequentia, cited

Cf. Leibniz (1765:52):"This is how ideas and Eruths are innate in us --
as inclinations, disposj-tions, Eendencies, or natural Potentialities,
and noE as actions; although these poEentialicies are alwavs accompanied
by certain actions, often insensible ones, which correspond to Ehem."
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as the exereise of a capacity and whether this must satisfy the

evidential criterion of being observable behavi.or, then it is certainly

noE apparent how capaci.ty ascriptions can be legitimated by reference

to their exercise. Of course, the tern robservable behavi.orr is a

l-oaded one, for its meaning is contingent upon a decision as to the

character of permissible language employed in descriptions of behavior,

a decision laden with assumptions about the correctness of particular

E,heories or poinEs of view.l

. At this point we seem caught in a quandary. Althoug admittedly

non-disconfirmable, we have sought to elucidate how

.W' -chn nonethel-ess retain significance, i.e., be non-trivially true or
^.
false. Certainly there are capacities whose ascription is warranted

by behavioral manifestations which can non-problenatically be taken as

their exercise. But not all behavioral manifestations can serve as

license for capacity ascripti-ons, if these are to be made non-trivia1ly.

However, in t.he effort to be more specific about which behavioral aspects
.r^.- L t'"r*,I.)

@forastheexerciseofParticu1arcapacities,wehaverun

int,o the difficulty that decisions about the very Language used to

describe behavior alreadv implicate the capacities whose exercise the

so-characterized behavior is stipulated co be. And this seems uncomfort-

ably circular.

I'Cf.. Taylor (L964:96):"...the assumption that a certain language is
the data language is p'ecisely the assumption that one Eheory must.
Eessarily be the correct one,..."; a point made in the context of
a discussion of the severe inadequacies of behaviorist and operational-
ist strictures which do not a11ow a distinction between "directed
behavior" (or "action"), due to the attendant irnplication of hiddentinnert causes. and ttmere movementtt.



confronted with an inability, at this point, to clarify the precise

nature of the evidential relation between a capacity and its

exercise, can rre not therefore urge that no such relation Ls, in

fact, required and that a capacity trray be considered distinct from

its exercise? Philosophers of staunchly empiricist persuasion, self-

conscious1yfo11owi,'gl'o'"@thanNewtonianpractice,1

have traditionally sought to debunk appeals to such 'occult forces'

as unactualized powers, capacities and dispositions. Hume, whose
fl* J.i sfru^*"t {r\.- 1scepticism{most strongly expressed)questloned that we can have any

legitirnate notion of 'powerr at aI1,2 nonet,heless also argued that

that such a distinction is aLtogether without foundation:

the distinction, which we sometimes make, betwixt a polrer
and the exercise of it, is simply frivolous, and...nei.thEr
man nor any other being ought ever t'o be thought possesst
of any ability, unless it be exerted and put into action. 3

Cf. Heilbron (1982), €sp. 38-47; Heimann and McGuire (f971);
Koyr6 (1965:Appendix C, f49-171).

Treatise, Bk.I, Pt. III, Sect.XIV (Selby-Bigge ed.,p. 161)
"A11 ideas are derivtd from, and represent impressions. We
never have any impression, that contains any power or efficacy.
We never t,herefore have any idea of power."

ibid., Bk. fI, Pt.T, Sect. X, p. 311. To be sure, Hume goes on
co qualify his remarks somewhat for "the philosphy of our passions":
"But tho' this be true in a just and phiLosophical way of thinking,
'tis cerrain ir is nor the phi.losophy-oFE[FTaGIonsi' (.*.. cit.)
For our passions are indeed influenced by consideiationsJf powers
that. are never exercised (e.g. our fears steruning from otherst power
Eo do us harm, a miserrs delight in the power his riches represent).
Yet these anticipations are only "illusions of the fancy" unless
rooted in the consideration that "power always has reference to its
glerclse, either actual- or probable, and that we consider a person
as endowrd wich an1'abillty when we finc from past experience, that
i.t is probable, or ar least possible he rnay exert, 1t"i3i3). T?re illicir
distinction would therefore seem to 1ie between a power and its probable
exercise.
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But just as, according to Locke, a man may

truths'fchichcapaciEy of assenting to manY

said to have the
1

will die in ignorance] v
be

he

v
)€E/- so it may be held that capacity ascriptions can be true or

false even if the capacities are never exercised. Thus it can be

mainEained that A may be truly said to have the capacity to cLinb

Mt. Everest although in fact he never does so (because, for that maEter,

he never leaves Kansas). In general, however, \Je usually have good

reasons for being suspicious of proclaimed abilities and capacities

for whi-ch we otherwise (pace Hume) lack what may be considered as

sufficienE confirming evidence. For clearly we would not normally

say that John knows French or John has the ability to converse in

French unless there is some r"rarrant in Johnrs J-inguistic practices

to which \re or some reliable informant are prirry. Simil-arly to say

that John can solve this problem, if sincerely affirmed, is usually

Eaken to imply that the speaker has some knowledge of John's problem-

solving facility, ultirnately based uPon reports or observations of

proficient problem-solving by John. And this brings us to another

point: capacities are typically sPecified by their exercise, by an

accounE of what it is that the possession of a capacity enables an

In view of the diseussion above, Hume's empirical sErietures tying
capacity attributions to the evidential condiEions of their (Probable)
exercise contrast somewhat with Locke's remarks (Essay, Bk.I'Ch.IrSect.
5) which suggest that there is no distinction gained between the notion
of capacity and that of innate capacity, since r^te Inay be said to have
innate capacities for r.rhatever we in fact do (see Atherton (1983:232-3).
But Locke's point is not the evidentiary requirement for capacj.ty
ascriptions, but rather thaL any capacities can be explained coherently
in t.erms of innate ideas and principles. As Atherton points ouE, this
is not. to deny that anyexplanations of capacit.ies need be given.
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Iagent to do.- How then can it be maintained that soDe capacities

can be correctly ascribed in the absence of a demonstration or even

a probable demonstration of their exercise?

It may be interjected here that we have overlooked the qualifying

term 'normal' which is often predicated of certain ascribed capacities:

in saying that A has normal abilities and capacities, \re are saying onLy

that A is capable of acting in a manner which conforms to or is eonsonant

with what is non-problematically held to be rrithin the province of

normal human behavior and accomplishment. And, since we are here

alluding to capacities which are characteristically human, rre are
2

rea11y referring to second-order capacities. Thr+t,o say of a newborn

irifant (if normal, etc.)'ihat it has the capacity ("power") to tacquiret

a language (i.e., to speak and understand a language) is to make an

assertion concerning a species-wide capacity rather than about the

pot.entialities of this particular baby. It is an assertion rooted not

in any observati.ons of the behavior of this child (other than those

leading to the concl-usion that it is a normal child) or indeed of any

particular child but only in the fact that humans are characteristically

language users. There is, naturally, an equivocation in the term

tcharact.eristicallyf . Humans characteristically do many things (and

have many abilities) which are not rcharacteristlcally humanf: walking,

using too1s, counting (?), tying their shoes (?), etc. And there is

a famous controversy whether the use of J-anguage is a species-specific

1

Cf. Baker and Hacker (1984:323).

')- As Broad (1925 2437) recognized, thi.s is a typieal junping-off point
for mentalism: "Mental substances seem to start mainly with powers to
acguire other more determinate powers. A baby does not have the power
to talk or to reason, but it has the power to acquire these powers if
proper stimuli are appli-ed."
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property of humans alone. There would seem to be reason to view

wi.th 
,some 

suspicion the interest which rnay accrue to such traditional

anthropocentric concerns as determining what is and what is not part

of fessential' human nature, what is and what is not an exclusl.vely

human preogative.l But there is another query which is of greater

import for the moment: if some (in particular, second-order) capacity

ascriptions are licensed simply on grounds that the capacities in

question are characteristically human, then they appear to be merely

definitional of what it is to be human. Does this not falL under the

opprobrium of being virtus dormitiva explanation?

- For it may well appear Ehat such attributions of capacities, like

those of dispositions, poqrers, faculties and the 1ike, are prima facie

subject to l{oliere's parody of Aristotelian explanation: to expl-ain

A's x-ing (or how A can x) by remarking that A, being human, has the

capacity to x (or, a second-order capacity to acquire the capacity to

x) seems as idle and question-begging as accounting for the fact that

an iron bar aEtracts nearby iron filings because it is disposed to do

Ct. the renarks of the eminent neuroscientist Geschwind (1984):
" I have the feeling that, somehow the last bastion of uniqueness
of t.he human is, in the minds of some, his possession of language'
so thaE one finds the events of the first part of Genesis being
revived among distinguished schol-ars. Yet we must be abl"e Eo face
the fact. that perhaps this last fortress of human uniqueness may

also fa11. Perhaps we should be cautious about assuming that language
will take the place of Che soul in keeping us in a special position,
different from thaE of the beasts of the field"(38).
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Iso. - Ascriptions of capacities, wheEher characteristically hurnan

or not, are like dispositional predicates in that they do not suffice

for explanation; rather they constitute a task for explanation. But

because capacities differ fron dispositions precisely in the fact that

the latter are st,ipulated to require analysis involving a l-awl-ike (and

hopefully true) statement, capacity predications differ from dispositional

ones in the manner of their insufficiency. To see this, it may be helpful

to first briefly consider some remarks about the insufficiency of disposi-

Eional explanati.ons.

Broad contended, some 50 years ago, 2 that dispositional predicates

in the physical sciences only acquired their li.cense in the form of

empirically confirmed theories of the mlcrostructural character and

properties of the objects of which dispositions are predicated. In rhis

context he noted that it was the associat.ion of physical dispositions

(e.g., "is magnetic") with microstructural properties that occasioned
3- Percipiently, he further

^ Ili1l (1833-62996) provides a particularly clear formulation of
Ehe objection: "(I)t rests with the believers in an entity per se
bearing Ehat name, t,o produce some proof of its exi.stence. Until
t.hey do so, their opinion can only be held to be a lingering reme-
nanc of the Scholastic doctrine of occulE causes; the very absurdity,
in fact, which i.s so happily ridiculed by MoliEre, when he makes
one of his pedantic physicians account for the fact that "l'opium
endormj-t" by the maxim "parcequtil a une vert.u soporifique"."

)- Broad (1925), chapter 10 "Traces and Dispositions".

- ibid., 434: "It is characteristic of modern science as contrasted
with medieval science to correlate causal properties wiCh minut,e
spatial or spatio-temporal structure, and not to take them as
ulEimaEe facts. "

the demise of rnedieval "facul-tv phvsics"
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observed that as long as psychological dispositions analogously lacked

such specifications and associations to theories of int.ernal structures,

the prospects for advancing beyond a "faculty psychology" remained rather

dim, an assertion which is tantamount to a ringing denial of the explanatory

value of straightforwardly functional explanations.

However, Broad's strictures upon the kind of explanation that can

legitinately serve as accounting for, and justifying, dispositional

predicates rny be considered too severe. According to a more recently

advanced "placeholder" view of dispositions,l not every dispositional

predicate need be associated r.rith a microstructural Eheory as a license

(a base or basis) for its.ascription to an object; what may be considered

the license or basis of a disposition is a matter of what is entertained

at a particular time to be a satisfacEory and empirically warranted

theory which addresses agreed-upon explanatory go"1". 2 It may even be

maintained, on this view, that dispositional ascriptions can funct.ion

' Levi and Morgenbesser (1954); see also Levi (1980:237-44). As
placeholders, dispositional predicates are in a fundamental respect
like ceteris paribus clauses (1964:229) in that explanations containing
them are extendable,i.e., asking for further explanation is legitimate.
However, unlike ceteris paribus clauses, a particular dispositional
predicate may entail a cormitment to the kind of predicates (e.8.,
physical, chemical, biological) which can replace it in each of che
laws in which it occurs.

2 rUia. , 230: "The basis (if any) of a disposition is the set of
conditions which are specified by Ehat description which we are
entitled on theoretic and empirical grounds t,o substitute for the
disposition predicate." Cf. Levi (1980:238):"What qualifies as a

fully acceptable explanation depends on the state of inquiry and the
program for explanation to which t,he investigators are committed."
Recent. attempts to flesh out more fully what has been called the
"pragmatics" of explanation are made by Garfinkel (198f) and van
Fraassen (1980), chapEer 5.
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in the conduct of inquiry without provision of a basis, whether this

be specified by a microstructural theory or no, as long as their

provisional and ad tempore character is not obscured. Accordingly,
idispositional predieates can be classified on the grounds of the ir

relation to a basis: those (e.g., "ls magnetic") for which a legitimate

base has been found (termed "mystery and problem soJ.ving"), those

lacking legitimate bases for which it is yet alleged that such exist

("mystery-making"), and thoselbothl lacking[ legitlmate bases and the

claim for them ("problem-raising").

The intent of the placeholder view of dispositional predicates is

to Lexpresslyj recognize\ that theories containing theur can and do play

a role in scientific inqu-iry, even when no further explanation is

immedi.ately forthcorning for the regular connection of events in which

the disposition is held to be manifested. I Crn thls liberality be

extended to non'presystematic talk of capacities? I^Ihat rnay be the

basis or alleged basis for capacities? l.trhat, sort of theory can be a

theory of a capacity? How are capacit,ies to be accounted for?

It seems obvious that a theory which is explanatory of a capacity

can be advanced only upon provision of a specification of that capacity,

i.e., upon a reasonably convincing description of the explanandum. 2

lie assume here, following Carnap (cf. Levi (1980:238)), the construal
of dispositionality as compulsive or invariable; i.e., that elass is
brittle (disposed to break) is analyzed as entailing that, if dropped
from height h onto a hard surface, glass will break. Fortunately, chis
j.s not really invariably true.

Cf. Cummins (1983252-3):"(U)ntil recently no one had any serious idea
-- i.e., no scientifically workable idea -- how to descrlbe cognitive
capaciti.es; hence no one had any serious idea what tire expfanandum was.
An obvious example of this is the capacity to learn a language; before
Chomsky, no one knew how to describe what was learned with the kind of
detail and precision that makes explanatory theory a serious possibility."
Just "what is learned" and how it is to be described w111 be considered
in 54.3 below.
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But we have seen that real difficulties emerge in the requirement

that a eapacity be specified by its exercise if this be a requirement

that the exercise be stipulated to be the observable behavior or aspects

of the observable behavior of the organism. For there is a probl-ern of

determining which aspects of behavior are to be accounted as due to

which capacities. And there is an overriding difficulty eneountered

in even trying to describe the behavior of an organism, a description

which is not a given but involves the choice of a data language which

implicates highly theory-internal and metatheoretj.cal assumptions. 1

But if it ls supposed that the exercise of a capacity can be taken as

cbnsisting not in the rnyi-iad ev€nts of behavior, however described, but

in the demonstrable existence of recurrent. pattgrns or structures which,

in part, can be seen to characEerize behavior (e.g., by having behavioral

correlates) then the specification of these patterns and structures may

provide a basis for the capacity in question. A theory of a capacity

is not, therefore, an account of behavior itself, which would seem co

require the identification of lawlike regularities between events or,

more properly, between kinds of events (not all of which, of course,

need be observable), but an account of these recurrent patterns and

structures in terms of which (a certain form of) behavior may, grossly

considered, be said to be organized. This conclusion, due to the

abstract level of its formulation, can hardly be said to be very satisfactory

or informative: ![hat, for exampl-e is meant by "grossly considered" and

I' lrlilkes (19742277):"one goal of psychological research is surely the
dj-scovery of the most perspicuous and fruitful- way of describing
behavior -- carving up the behavioral flux -- this is not a given,
but a repuEable aim for psychological theory."
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by "organized"?

i If we allow that the theoretical representation of an ability

or capacity is not eo ipso intended as a complete specification of

that behavior which, at least in part, is accounted its exercise,

nonetheless there must be some facets or aspects of the behavior

that eomprise, or can be represented as comprisi.ng, the exercj.se

of the capacity. Furthermore, these aspects must be representable

as structural properties in the two-fold sense of determining a

recurrence or pattern of events -- the prerequisi.te for any

Eheoretical representation -- and that they be non-incidental,

i.e., that they form a structural tcore' around which any more

eomplete charaeteri.zation of the relevant behavior must be developed.

To say that the behavior is thus rorganizedt is then t.o apparent,ly

adopt one of the following: (1) that a certain behavioral repertoire

can be represented as in accord with the theory and that this

accordance extends to new manifestations of behavior, i.e., not

sinply to those upon whose basis the theory was originally formulated;

or (2) that not only does this accordance obtain but that the

theoretical representation of the capacit.y accounts for the form

of the behavioral rnanifest,ation in the strong sense that it characterizes

(some of) the tinnert events and structures that have played a role in

the aetual production of that behavior. Of course, for this statemenE

to have any content, the locutions ttcharacterize", ttinner evenEs and

structures" and "played a role i.n " require further elucidation. BuE

it is at least Eo make an assertion that the characterization,r



given the product of the exercise of the capacityibe taken as

AI
pertai.ninB Eo, if not actually^being a theory of, the processes

and structures that have produced or been involved in the production

of this behavior. And this is to make a c1aim, traditionally associa-

ted with teleological or purposive explanations of behavior, that

any explanation of the order or structure determj.nable in behavior

-- the product of the exercise of a capacity -- is not to be

K
separated from,lr regarded as satisfactory r^rithout, an explanation

of how this order comes about, granted that it does not come about

tmerelyt as the result of the theoreticianrs organizat,ion of the data

Iof behavior. - The purposive character of this explanatory strategy

need not be taken as imputing vital or non-material entelechies to

an organism; indeed, the inner processes to which the biological

mechanisE refers are intended as analogous to those of hunanly

produced machines. 2

^ Cf. Taylor's (1954:17) formul-ation of purposive explanation:
"The claim is that animate beings are special in that the order
visible in their behaviour must itself enter into an explanation
of how this order comes about. "

2- Broad's criEicism of biological rnechanisrn (I925:92) is instructive:
"The Biological Mechanist poinLs to the anal-ogy between organisms
and arti.ficial machines and asks us to believe on this ground that
organisms are machines. To this we ansttered that matter has no
natural tendency to arrange itself in the form of machines (i.e.,
of teleological systems whose characteristic behaviour is mechan-
istically explicatle); and that therefore, if organisms Ue-6FI-tr.
nature of machines, there is no reason to suppose that they could
have arisen sponEaneously and withouE design." It should be pointed
out that by "mechanistically explicable" Broad meant in terms of laws
governing one level or kind of thing. One may quibble with the
expression "artificial nachines"; cf. Polanyi's (1968) percepEive
couments on the anEhropocentric character of machine analogies of
nafural Drocesses.
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However, there are theories of capacities formulated in a

sirnilarly purposive fashion that are intended as making claims

independent of claims about particular biological mechanisms or

rnetaphysical claims about materialism, viz., those proposed as

functional analyses which utl1i.ze flow-chart programtring anal-ogies

and a heuristi.c of assembly line production. On this view what

makes something a part of a larger assemblage is the functlonally

specified role it plays in the input,-output analysis of the l-arger

assemblage. Thus a contemporary paradigm for capacity explanations

aceording to functionalism is the analytical segmentation of a

complex capacity C into components C1r...rcn such that the prograruned

(a term which in this context is ambigous between rsequentially

specified' and actually impl-emented as a computer program) manifesta-

tion of t,he c. resul-ts in or amounts to a manifestation of C. I Ar"

Ehese progranrming analogy theories also to be considered as theories

rabout' the inner processes and structures held to be tresponsible fort

the form of behavioral manifestations?

Both critics and defenders of functional analysi.s have argued

that descript,ions of functlonal organization are, or should be

considered, quite distinct from descriptions of whatever it

physically trealizest Ehe functionally specified states of

is that

an organism

or a machine. rn fact, it is precis.ry @"l^
the envisaged fruitfulness of computer or Turing nachine analogies

1- Cunmins ( i975) .

I
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of mental functioningf. ^ Yet a recent proponent of functlonal analysis

l
explarlation ln psychology has deemed lt necessary to caution agalnst

the apparently widespread tendency to assinilate, or through the incautious
f*.-\

employ^of ambiguous te:minology to conflate, functional analysis with' -t(t'^i+explanation yia\ubsumption under causal laws, a development which has

resuLted irr l'ina"tna1 manual-s" accounts of ps1'chological explanati.on.

Thus it is supposed (e.g., Fodor (I958b))that an internal representation

of a program causes events to take the course specified in the program.2

An adequate exami.nation of these issues requires a discussion extending

beyond rrr. lffiegof this chaprer; moreover, ir is highly unlikelffise

issues can be greatly clarified, touching as they do on the problematic

relation between the charact,er of structural and functional explanations,

without encering upon a discussion of particular theories proposed as

explanatory of particular capacities. For differing assessments of

this relation may well predetermine what will be admissible as an

I
explanatory theory.- In turn, a conception of the character of psycholog-

1

E.g., Putnam (1960); for Putnam's subsequent repudiation of Turing
machine functionalism, see his (1973a) and (I973b).

Cunrmins (1983) the proponent, argues against this view that a Program
can be executed by a system though the Program is not rePresented, in
the system nor any^rhere else (47-51). See aLso the criticism of the
'internal representation' view in Stabler (1983).

Cf. Morgenbesser (1969:47L):"...ne must distinguish between the tasi<
of the progranmer and explainer. The pro.,ralnmer mav be concerned with
his flow chart,s and may not care about the structure of possible mech-
anisms that realize his program; the explainer must be concerned with
the actual entities whose behavior he wanEs to esplain; a phvsiologist
cannot disniss our flesh and bones as of no incerest. to him."



ical explanation bears upon Ehe subordinate point of whether theories

of (hirman) capacities need be consi.dered psychological theories at all.

However, in view of the present,Iy unavailable neurophysiological

explanations of mental functioningrl it may be not too much to say

that Ehe impetus for the abstract ("mental") character of functional

theories is sure to continue, regardless of the various ways in which

such theories can be interpreted. To be sure, another impetus for

the continuing vogue of functional analysis can be located in the

methodologicall-y more precise program of computer simulation of human
ntcapacities.- Here, we mal recall, the earliest workers expressly

disavowed that any claims as to the structure of biological or

neurological mechanisms followed from functional ("information

processing leve1") explanations. This is clearly stated by the

developers of one of the first tsuccessful' simulation programs:

Problem-solving -- at the inforsration processing 1eve1 at
which we have described it -- has nothi-ng specifical-1y
"neural" about it, but can be performed by a wide class
of mechanisms including both the human brain and digital
computers. We do not believe that this functional equiva-
lence implies any structural equivalence at a more minute
anatomical level- (e.g., equivalence of neurons with circuits).
Discovering what neural mechanisms realize these informa-
tion processing functions in the humanabrain is a task for
another level of theorv construction.

It should also be recalled that the goal of such work was, and is,

,|

^ For some recent optimism on this score by a leading neuroscienti.st,
see Changeux (1985).

Cf. Kosslyn (1980:467-8):"One of the oft-cited uses of actually
programming che computer, as opposed to merely conceiving the
florvcharts or the like, is that the computer helps one discover
t.he actual consequences of some claim and helps one discover and
study complex interactions among seParate componenEs."

Nerqell, Shaw and Simon (1958:163).

2
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actual simulation of certain human behavior, a goal

originally articulated in the enthusiastically strong Eerms posed

by Turing's (1950) condition for machines to be intelligent. 1

Despite this unrealistic element, the claims of computer simulation

researchers to be seekiog a de facto functional equival_ence are

testable if not really empirical- claims: either the speclfied prograrn

performs in the prescribed manner or it does not, 2 and this

requirement for implementation remains as "the heart of the approach"

in much of contemporary cognitive science as a check on eomplex

theoret,ical accounts "positing interactions among numerous components".3

I- Cf. Feigenbaum and Feldman (1963:273): "The goal of the researcher
is to find an ordered sequence of these basic processes which when
provided with suitable information will produce behavior indistin-
guishable from the behavior produced by human beings when they are
provided l^/it.h comparable information."

')- Cf. Newell, Shaw and Simon, ibid. , 165-6: "The heart of the approach
is describing the behavior of a system by a well-specified program,
....Once the program has been specified we proceed exactly as we do
with traditional mathematical systems. We attempt to deduce general
properties of the system from the program(...); ne compare the
behavior predicted from the program (...)with the actual behavior
observed ...; we modify the progran(...) when rnodification is required
to fit the facts.r'

Kosslyn, ibid.,136-7:"There are at least five reasons for construcEing
a computer model of mental functioning. First, it forces one to be
explicit; hand-waving maketh not a program run. Second, it helps one
to consider processes in terms of a system of interacting "functional
capacities"....Third, it allolrs one to know whether one's ideas are
sufficj.ent to accounE for the data. If the program runs as executed,
it is a kind of "sufficiency proof"....Finally, the simulation helps
one realize that the theory makes eertain predictions; this is its
deductive function Given a complex theory positing interactions
among numerous components, it is not obvious what are the predictions
of the theory. Actually running the simuLation sometimes produces
unexpecEed results. "
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NaturalJ-y, simulation is (pace Goodnan) always simularion in

someirespect, and not in all-; we can speak of functional equivalence

only if there is agreement that the target of ttie simulation, the

behavior itself, has been adequately described. I hd, since the

behavior of contemporary rnechines is for the most part far from

indistinguishable from that of humans (the excepti.on being in the

most highly specialized domains where it may, in fact, improve

on 'normalt human abilities and performances), simulation too must

be of only certain characteristics or properties of human behavior.

In this regard, the recognition by early rcognitivists' such

as Tolman, e.9., (1948),and Lashley (i951) that certain kinds of

behavior should be conceived and described as hierarchically

organized has not only been of fundamental interest to artificial- 
?'(^th-rtintelligence but has also,\*+<Ehe seminal work of Miller, Galanter

and PriL,ram (1960), #arbr1atooucrion of prograrming analogies

into the discussion of a wide range of psyehological topics, '

including, we might add, the character of psychological- explanation.

In this work, notably, the view is promoted Ehat a "complete

description" of behavior should have the properties of a set of

Cf . l,Iiller, Galanter and Pribram (19602t+7)z"A machine cannot be
expected to sinulate something that has never been described --
it can be held responsible only for those aspects of behavior
that an observer has recorded. No si-mulation is complete and
no simulation preserves all Ehe characteristics of behavior."

See Boden (1979).
.,
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inst,ructions adequate to have produced the behavior. l Moreover,

the riequirement on description is not intended merely as a functional

characterization or heuristic for functlonal expLanation; the theoristts

articulation of the hierarchical- organization of behavior is defined as
l,r.*!

+e- represent 'a plan (or "Plan") present in the organism:
'f

A Pl-an is any hierarchical process in tie organi.sm that
can control the order in which a sequence of operations
is to be performed (16).

I"liller, Galanter and Pribram assert not merely that an organism has

(or "internally represents") a sequential and hierarchical series of

"instructions" which control or guide its actions, but also that the

theoretical representation of this behavior (its "complete description")

is a representation of the internal instructions which have "generated"

i*.

(W)e regard a computer program that simulates certain
features of an organism's behavior as a theory about the
organismic Plan that generated the behavior (cp.cit).

The use of the term rgeneratest to refer, apparently, to internal
I-.Su.*i?

control instructions whose operation causally produEesf of is causally
["G'1 A

involved in the productio" "f is not fortuitious. For the substance

of their proposal clearly resides in what sort of characterization

can be provided for the hj.erarchical- organization of behavior. On this

' "Arv complete description of behavior
as a set of instructions, t,hat is, it
of a plan Ehat could guide the action

should be adequate t.o serve
should have the characteristics
described (16) . "

/; 
-',

(6,,

l@\+fu,1
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point, Miller et al are he1pful1y explicit:
i

The traditional method of parsing a sentence is the
prototype of the kind of behavioral description we
demand. Noam Chonsky, in chapter 4 of his monograph
Syntactic Structures (. . . ) provides a formal repre-
senEation of this kind of description, which f-inguists
refer to as "constituent analysis'r (l4,fn 8).

(W)e shal-l select the work of a single linguist and follow
it slavishly. Our selection is based upon the fact that
this linguist seems to agree so well rrith our own ideas
about how human behavior in general, not merely in
speech, is organi.zed. (The agreement is not accidental,
since many of our own ideas were stimulated by his
example.) The linguist whose ideas we shall exploit
is Noam Chomsky, and the ideas are presented suruuarily
in his monograph, Syntactic Structures. From considera-

. t.ions of granmar and. syntax we hope to be able to gather
some impression of how complicated the plannlng device
must be in order to generate grammatical sentences. This
result shoul-d provide a sort of lower bound for the
complexity of the human planning equipment in general,
for nonverbal as well as verbal planning (L44).

The "Iower bound" of 'rcomplexity of che human planning equipment"

is therefore to be provided by the model of a granurar which is

required to provide an explicit specification of all and only the

well-formed word sequences of a language, thereby "generating" them

as grarunat.ical sentences. Since this is the only sense of "genera-

Eion" in Synt,actic Structures, I it would seem chat some further

argument is required to establish that E.he structure

sufficing to characterLze a fundamenEal aspect of linguistic behavior --

che abilicy of speakers of a language to recognize word sequences

as well-formed, includi.ng many to which they have not been previously

exposed -- has some bearing upon the character or complexity of the

1- See 54.2 below.



"planning device" whose existence and operation is presumed to

be inferable from linguistic data of the grarmarian. For the

proposal which takes the const.ituent anal-ysis of sentences as a

set of instructions for "generating" certain features of linguistic

behavior appears to amount to the collapse of the distinction

between description in terms of conformity-to-rule and some other

kind of account ('explanation'?) in terms of rule-guidance. Without

this further argument, we might well wonder if nothing more than

connations of tprocesst occasioned by the term rgeneratet are involved,

as in fact is revealed in claims pertaining to the "psychol-ogical reality"

of sramnatical rules.

It is onlv in his review of Skinnerrs Verbal Behavior that

Chomdcy expressly (i.e., in published form) adopts this perspective

in linguistic Eheory. Here it is proposed that a generative grarutrar,

as an explicit specification of the granunatical sentences of a

language, comprises an explanatory theory, not merely of "intuitions

of linguist,ic form" but, as "internalized" by the language user'

of his ability to use and understand a language. And subsequently

it is argued that a theory of J-anguage structure' or "universal

gramrnar", by deternining the form of this "inEernalized" grafiImar'

comprises a theory explanatory of a chldts innate capacity to acquire

an ability to use and understand his native language. Before examining

che justification for adopting such a goal for linguistic theory in 54.3'

r.re first Eurn our aEtention to the taslc of elucidating the sense or senses

in which a grammar, as above, may be considered to be a theory of a

linguistic abilit;r.
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4.2 ftS_Eot.ti""1 R"pt"".t . Our

ruminat.ions in the previous section suggest that talk of capacities
i

and abililies, if intended as having more than casual or non-systema-

tic import, should be required to have a basis or license in particular
"c

theories specifying wherein the capacity or ability, P3 its actual or

potential exercisq6 Al-though this conclusion is surely a

t1
commonpla". "trd-hardly to be considered worthy of interest, genuine

difficulties emerge as soon as we do inquire into the character of

Ehese Eheoretical represencations and their interpretation. It is

surely also a commonplace to require that, unavoidable conditions of
v

idealization aside, the c.apacity so/r"pr.senEed presents a reasonably

approximate model or rrational reconstructiont of what our pre-systematic

assessment tel1s us is the character and nature of the capacity. There

/)/ Y
are corresponding difficulties here. It may, for example, be allltooJeasy

t.o leap from an appreciation that our theoretical representations are

idealizations to the surmise that we are instead theorizing about

ovidealized capacities, held by agents who are not flesh/and'lblood, but

abstractions, and that aetual capacities and abilities are somehow

degenerate or 'noise'-laden instances of these awesome pot.t". 1

Additional problems are encountered due to unclarities and a lack of

consensus about how the Eerms tmodelt and trational reconstructiont are

t_.- Thus a famous passage (Chomsky (1955a:3) holds that:"Linguistie theorv
is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker-listener, in a completely
homogeneous speech-communitv, who knows its language perfectly and is
unaffect.ed by such grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory limit-
atj-ons, distractions, shifts of aEtention and interest, and errors (random
or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of language in actual per-
f ormance. tt

consistsf
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to be understood, and how the constraint of "reasonable approxi-
I

mation" is to be observed. Once again \re are treading the ground

of the meta-level issues concerning the character of explanations

of human capacities and whether these need be considered psycholo-

gica1.
."? \Various interpretations have thus /ccruedl to the contention

that a grarmar is a theory of certain linguistic abilities. We

I
observed above ^ that e.g., Hockett, among structural linguists,

suggested that the linguist's task of writing a grammatical descrip-

tj.on which can, on the basis of an observed corpus, predict 'new' 2

sentences that are acceptable to native speakers of the language

is "operationally para1Le1" to the chil-drs task of 'predictingr

or synthesizing tnewt uEterances acceptable to members of his

speech community. In Chapter 3 it was shown how Chomsky, in his

(1955a) refashions the parallel in beginning with the observation that

a speaker's ability to produce utEerances new both to himself and

Eo other speakers is "a fundamental fact of linguistic behavior". To

the question of whether "it is possible to reconstruct this ability

within linguistic theory", Chomsky conjectures Ehat "an account of

this process of generation or projeclion" can be given "within the

lirnits of distributional analvsis" bv whi.eh is meant "in terms of

I- Chapter 2 55.

)- It is often overlooked that to refer to the speakerts production
of 'new' ut,terances presupposes some criterion or set of criteria
according to which utterance Eokens are assigned to utterance tvpes,
i.e., the ident.ificacion of repetiEions. This is, of course, the
task of a granmar; the "paralle1"\if systematicalLy considered, is
somewhat circular. \#

t
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the structural characteristics of observed utterances" (IV,113-f14).
t

Now the status of the (linguistic) theoretical account or reconstruction

of the speakerrs ability to produce neqr utterances requires, for its

evaluation, a fuller depiction of the nature of this abillty. This

is provided as follows:

We might restate thls ability, somewhat figuratively,
by saying that in learning a language, the native speaker
has done much more than merely absorb a large set of
sentences which he can now reproduce. He has also
abstracted from this set of.sentences, somehow, and
learned a certain structural pattern to which these
sentences conform. And he can add new elements to
his linguistic stock by constructing nen sentences

. conforming to this structural pattern (IVr113).

It is this structural pattern, conformity to which distinguishes

new gg4.gg!!.S, which manifests the speakerts ability and which

it is the assigned task of linguistic theory to reconstruct.

The point to be raised here, surely, is not whether speakers have

productive linguistic abilities, i.e., whether their utterances do

conform to a structural pattern, but rather: Wtrat is the character

of these productive abilities? And this question can only be

answered in Ehe context of anoEher: I.lhat is the character of the

theoretical representation of this structural pattern?

We noted in Chapter 3 that Chomsky's LSLT (=1955a), ). propos

the Qui.nean att,ack on the "theory of meaninB", put forward a view

that linguistic theory is a theory of linguistic form, or, m.re

correcEly, of "int.ultions of linguistic form" which have nothing
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to do with meaning. These intuitions provide evidence of the

conformity of utterances to structural pattern. Their non-

semantic character was held to be demonstrated, paradigmati.cally,

by the existence of sentences such as Colorless green ideas sleeP

furiousl-y whose wel-l-formedness is operationally attestable, but

which are "thoroughly meaningless and non-significant" (I-37).

Correspondingly, and in accord with Quinefs dicta regarding the

irredeemable obscurity of Ehe concepts of the theory of meaning,

the reconstruction of the nati.ve speakerts "intuitive sense of

grammaticalness" Is to take place in a theory of grarnnatical structure

from which notions of meaning are expressly excluded. The goal of

linguistic theory is to provide a theory of the speakerrs linguistic

intuition, a goal which may not be realizabl-e in purely formal terms,

but for which no convincing evidence exists that semantic notions can

be of any assistance (I-39). Two "adequacy criteria" governed the

reconst,ruction of this ability within linguistic theory: (1) the

senEences generated or projected by t.he grammar beyond those in the

observed corpus must be in conformity with the acceptability judge-

menEs of native speakers of the language ("external adequacy"), and

(2) a linguistic theory or general theory of language structure must

provide a mechanical procedure to seLect,, on grounds of simplicity

of notation, a highest-valued granmar from among those satisfying

che f irst cri.terion ("internal adeq,racy;').
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This program provided a quite definite proposal as to
i

the character of a specificall-y circumscribed linguistic abilicy
of speakers of a Languag",--h-*r*#k;*f.H." ,recognize,

t 

certain tne\dt strings of elementslword sequences)-as well-formed
^$ {a

and others as ill-rort.al viz., that this ability is purely non-semanric
l^in nat.ure ^ and, as such, is adequately reconstructed by a linguistic

theory utilizing or relying upon no semantic notions. However,

si-nce it is assumed that this ability extends to arbitrarily many

tnewt word sequences, the ability can be idealized as encompassing

all the (denurnerably) infi.nite sentences of a language.2 ,n thi.s way,

a naEural avenue is opened to adopt the view -- borrowing concepts from the

theory of formal systems 3-- thac a granmar, as a "device,, or,,set of rules',

I- Hence, as we noted in chapter 3, Ehe claim is that well-formedness
does not depend in any way upon the properties of lexical items(i.e., words), which are surely semantic.

2- That naEural languages are infinite sets of sentences 1s anidealization which follows from the consideration that there isno longesc well--formed sentence (in principle); see chapter z, p.96 fn l.
- As is well-known, during this period Chornsky pursued an aetive 1nterest

..in i.nvestigations of various fornal systems as candidates for the"device" adequate to generate all and on1y the granmatlcal sentences ofa natural language, focusing in particular upon the eharacter of therules such a devi.ce must possess if adequate to describe a naturallanguage; see his (1956) and (1959b) rttd chor"ky and MilLer (195g).rt has often been said (following in this regard remarks in chomsky(L965a:60-61)) that finite srare (Markov) 
"oir"." and "simple" (i.;.,context-free) phrase structure grammars are in principle dlscriptively

inadequate for natural la.rguage, i.e., t.hat natural languages 1ieoutside the weak generative capacitv of such theories (on nweak" and"strong" generative capacitv, see below). But careful perusal of theci-ted arguments show Ehat, the crucial consideration adduced in eachcase is based uPon a nathematical error (Postal, Bar Hi11e1) or upon sim-pliciEy (chomsky); see Dary (1974), chaprers 3 and 4. However, rhesignificance for empirical linguistie theories of all results pertaining
Eo generative capacity, and indeed of algebraic linguistics in generallis currently denied in generaEive granmar, for reasons discussed in 54.3.
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which explicitly characterizes the (infinite)

of a language in a finite manner, I provides

an explanation for this ability which is a "fundamental aspect of

linguistic behavior":

Any grarrnar of a language will project the finite and
somewhat accidental corpus of observed sentences to a
set (presunably infinite) of gramnatical utterances.
In this regard, a grammar mirrors the behavior of the

. speaker who, on the basis of a finite and accidental
experience with language, can produce or understand
an indefinite number of new sentences. Indeed, any
explication of the notion "grammatical in L" (i.e.,
any characterization of "granrnatical in L" in terms
of "observable in L") can be thought of as offering
an explanation for this fundamental aspect of linguistic
behavior (L957a:15).

(1957a:13):"The fundamental aim in the linguistic analysis of
a language L is to separate the grarnrnatical sequences which are
the sentences of L from the ungrammaticaL sequences which are not
sentences of L and to study the structure of the grarnmatical
sequences. The grammar of L will thus be a device that generates
all of the grammatical sequences of L and none of the ungrammatical
ones. tt

Cf. (1956:i05):"The gramnar of a language can be viewed as a theory
of the struct,ure of this language. ...A properly formulated granunar
should determine unambiguously the set of grarnrnatical sentences."
(106):"By a gramnar of the language L we mean a device of some sort
that produces all of the strings that. are sentences of L and only
these. tt

(1958:L25):"A grammar of a language should at least be expected to
offer a characterizati.on of the set of objects that are sentences
of this language, i.e., to enable its user to construct a list or
enumeration of these utterances." (152):"A granrnar of L is a device
which enumerates the sentences in such a way that a structural descrip-
tion can be mechanically derived for each sentence The struct,ural
descri.ption should, if the grammar is at all adequate, provide a basis
for explaining how sentences are used and understood." (156):"The goal
of a grammar is to characterize all the ulterances of the language."
Chomsky and Mil1er (1958:92)z"A grammar is a set of ruLes -- preferabiy
a finite set, if we expect finite automata to learn them -- that specify
rhe grammaEical stri.ngs of s1mbo1s."

(196;:7):"A gramtrar...is essentially a theory of the sentences of a
language; it specifies this set (or generates it, to use a technical
term which has become familiar in this connection) and assigns to each
generated sent,ence a struct.ural description:"

set of sentences

a nodel and indeed

I
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What manner of explanation is this? An answer here requires that

we look more closely at what is meant in saying that a graulnar

"generates" a language. Here a distinction is recognized between

an effective procedure that merely enumerates the word sequences

(or strings of syurbols) that are the sent,ences of the language and

the specification of what is termed the rrstructural descriptions"

of these enumerated sentences.

We learn nothing about a natural language from the
fact that its sentences can be effectively displayed,
i.e., that they constitute a recursively enumerable
set. The reason for this is clear. Along with a

. specification of th_e class F of grammars, a theory of
language must also indieate how, in general, relevant
structural information can be obtained for a particular
sentence generated by a particular granmar. That is,
Ehe theory must specify a class E of "structural
descriptions" and a functionaL I such that given
f€F and x in the range of f, I (f.,x)eL is a
structural description of x (with respect t,o the
grammar f) giving certain information which will
facilitate and serve as the basis for an account of
how x is used and understood by speakers of the
language whose grammar is f; i.e., which will indicate
whether x is ambiguous, to what other sentences it
is st.ructurally similar, eEc. These empirical condi-
tions that lead us to charaeterize F in one way or
anoEher are of criti.cal importance. (1959b:138)

Ic is, incidently, i-mportant to recognize that a
gramnar of a language that succeeds in enumerating
the sentences will (aLthough it is far from easy to
obtain even this result) nevertheless be of quite
limited interest unless the underlying principles
of construction are such as to provide a useful
structural description. (ibid., fn 3)

To recursivel;l enumerate the sentences of a language is simply

to provide an effective, i.€., algorithrnically formulable, listing

of rvhich ruord sequences are sentences of the language. A grarnmar
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which succeeded in this task might be thought to constitute a

"forrfial explanation" of the speakerts "intuition of grarunatical-

ness" by explicitly displaying all the products of the exercise

of this ability, past, present and future. In much the same way,

it could be maintained that the Dedekind-Peano axioms comprise

a formal explanation of the human ability -- call it "arithmetical

ability" -- to segment and group objects in a purely quantitative

r^ray: all such arrangements can be explieitl-y reconstructed or

generat.ed in a theory characterized by these axioms. Each instance

of a rcorrectt exercise of the respective ability woul-d be represented

by appearing on a list whose members were determined by an effective

procedure, thus the abllity as a whole could be said to be "re.con-

st,ructed" by such a procedure. BuE t,here is an inrnediate and gl-aring

disanalogy: We can reconstruct indefinitely many summing activities by

deriving these from the specified axioms in a prescribed fashion, but

what procedure or set, of operations suffices in the case of language?

And this is Eo ask: Which word sequences are sent,ences?

In this regard it rnay be recalled that the linguistrs task is

considered to be that of "producing a device of some sort (called

a granmar) for generating all and only the sentences of a language,

which we have assumed lrere somehow gi.ven in advance"(1957a:85). Such?s,lnp-

Eion s.--ms clearly equivalent to an assumptj-on about. the character 
a

of che linguistic abilit.v manifested as "intuitions of grarunaticalness",

namely, that, Ehe (ideally infinite) exercise of this ability determines
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a target, seE hrhich it is the task of a gramnar, if it

in the required fashiorr, to reconstruct or generate.

such an assumption engages a rather stringent idealization away from

the character of the abilities of actual speakers of a l-anguage, for

it is exLremely doubtful that speaker intuiti.ons do circumscribe any

well-defined aggregate.2 Brra t,he fundamental point here concerns not

t?
ar)' merely the legitimat,e scope of idealizations of language users' abilities;

-"}1 /--\-{u?, (9 d_o_ 99,-as to lose sight of the essential ernpirical control governing

t,he concepEion of a gramrnar as a theory of the sentences of a language.

rGramrnaticalnesst or rsentencef or twell-formedness' are not well-defined
( s- t --.e-,-, z 16)

by intuitions, but by grznmnars. And the test of any such theory is that,

given a 'recognized' sentence (i.e., an intuitively well-forrned word

sequence) of the language, the gramnar either provides a structural

(i.e., compositional) characterization of this sentence, thus 'accepting'

it as a grarunatical sentence, or it does not. And, alt.hough it may be

adrnitted that the 'recognitionr ability extends to indefinitely rnany

'ne$r' word sequences, the ernpirical or construcEive meaning of saying

thaE a granmar generates "a1l and only the sentences of a language"

(thereby reconstructing this ability) can only be: given any word sequence

recogni-zable as well-formed (or occurring in a text or discourse), the

granrmar generaEes this sequence by producing one or tot. 3 explicit

Cf. (1957a:13):"(S)uppose that we assume intuiEi.ve knowLedge of
Ehe grammatical sentences of English, and ask what, sort of grammar
will be able to do the job of producing these in some effective
and illuminating way. "

See below. l( Li1-tl

Allowing for "ambiguoqs" sentences; however' see p.249 ta I below.

is explanatory

I Ob.riorr" ly ,

2

J



structural descriptions for it.1

illicit analogies wirh the rheory

that the expression "a11 and only

We shoul-d not be deceived, by

of formal systems, into thinking

the sentences of the language"

has any other determinable neaning. chornsky is entirely correct in

holding that the conception of a grammar which merely enumerates

the word sequences that are the sentences of a language (termed
&

"weak generation" i.n chomsky (1965a:60))L:.rtrour providing any
I

details about how the words are rin construction withf each other

(termed "strong generation", op.cit.) is of no i.nterest at a1l_ to
t l--empirical linguistics. - lFrom Ehese remarks it, may be concluded

)
that, since the notion of'"well-formed sent.ence" as precisely defined

by a grammar is an empirical one, i.€., is adequate to the extent

that it describes all recognj-zabl.y well-formed word sequences and

only these, there is a warranted sense in which it may be said that

a granmar, as a theory of the sentences of a language, explains or

reconstructs a speaker's abilities manifested in his "intuitions of

grammati-calness". As it stands, however, this formulation cal1s for

immediate qualification: different speakers (or the same speaker at

2

The character of the structural characterization of a sentence r,rill-
crucially depend upon the domain of the operations which specifv the
elements of the sentence; thus, the same sentence may be differently
structured according to whether the domain is accounted as the-t of
t.he language as a whole or that of a discourse or sublanguage, where
operations are constrained by additional restrictions. see be1ow.

Cf. (1965b:48-9):"The fact that a granmar generates a language is
hardly of any interest. I{hat is important is that it should do so
in such a way as to assign to each sent,ence the correct deep and
surface strueture, and, beyond that, that it sueceeds in this task
of strong generat.ion in an internallv motivated way." See also (1955a:61)
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different times or in different contexts) may give differing rePorts

as to Ehe well-formedness of the same vrord sequence. Thus it is

indeed questionable that the linguistic ability is representable as

t'
an effective procedure,-that Lhe exercise of the ability specifies

a well-defined set, except under a strong idealization. \ C1early,
I

what. a gramrar (of sentences) seeks, in reconstructing this ability'

is a formulation of the difference between what Husserl called Unsinn

.1ano wloerslnn, between fimpossibler combinations -- "mere heaps of

words" such as king but or like and, impress adverse forever instead

ebregious -- and Ehose which are not 'impossible' although including

combinations which are unfamiliar, or of low likelihood' or are
4

semantically deviant:/trIhich of the nuclear trombones supports sPqtted

ordinals?, Any nationalization harmonizes cement in bloody green im-

plication, etc. However, appeals to intuition, if it be required
a

that these be manifested in elicited speakerst judgements,'may not

yield definitive results: are I didnrt hope in a moment or trlho impugns

their calibrator? well-formed? Notoriously, context Plays a large role

in whether a particular word combination is 'recognized' as wel-I-formed;

standard examples are tjournaleset sentences, such as Kissinger conjectures
14

poached - and }Iets farm Sisk, or sentences from repair manuals, €.8.,
.

' Husserl (192S2326 ft)
)" Or in observat,ions of how speakers relate various sentences; see Hii (1985).
a" )lcCawley (L976:236) suggesEs this sentence as occurring in the context

of a Cabinet discussion on the topic of how President Ford liked his eggs.

!
Nerv York Post, )lay 6, f 985
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Check fuel system ful1 or Bleed fittings brake assembl-y.1 Before

the widespread usage of Long distance teLephone conrnunication, such

sentences as OK your suggestion and Depart on Tuesday rnight have been

iumediately recognLzabLe as occurring in a telegram; today they

night be acceptable only to someone with experience of intra-office

memos. Man-m,chine "interfacing" raises new possibil-ities for

altering what speakers rrecognizet as well-formed and, in this

regard, changing the domains of co-occurrence for certain words.

Is a gramnar to be required to account for these? There may be,

in addition, sentences which are used, and thus rrecognizedt as

+well-formed (perhaps by only some speakers) r\but which we should
\

hardly want Ehe grarmar to faccept.t, €.g., T\renty dollars was cost

by the book or Max took a shower and a pink handkerchief. Moreover,

is a gramnar to be responsible for metaphor, or for s1ang, or for
r-

di-alectal peculiarities? | Considerations such as these -- as well-
_)

as the fact that every language cont.ains expressions, such as Hel1o,

which are not describable in terms of the apparatus set up for the

bulk of the sentences (and are therefore "grarnmatically petrified" 2)

provide the basis for understanding Sapirts famous caut,ionary

Cf. Lehrberger (1982)

Harris (1968:197)

.1fr ? | 1 ?L ^..f-*^ b*Ll:-1
I

2
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that the demand that a granmar characterize all and only the recogni-

zabLy well-formed word sequences is an impossibly st,rong one in two

respects: (1) there is no precise rneaning whlch can be given to "a11

and only the recognizably well-formed sequences" due to variations

among speakers and among contexts, and (2) that a particular word

sequence is recognizabLy well-formed by some sPeaker of Ehe language

should not be considered a sufficient reason to require that the

gramnar of the language as a whole should generate it. And this is

just to say that 'grarunat:-icality' (in the sense of explicit compositional

well-formedness) is a notion which is only specified by a granrmar, and

as such, is distinct from the acceptablity judgements which are the

elicited reports of a speakerts "intuitions of grarunaticalness". \But

recogniEion of this concepEual point does not detract fto* atl-il.a"d

conditions of what might be termed rempirical adequacyr: (1) any gramnar

which did not generate the vast bulk of intuitively recognized sentences

could not be considered ernpirically adequaEe; and (2) it is furthermore

only when rgramnaticalityr is well-defined that such a test is at al-l

possible. Grarnmars which meet these two conditions uri.ght well be

considered candidates for a formal explanation or reconstruction of

a speakerrs ability to trecognizet and produce tnewt sentences.

I or ir,aonationally recognized; see Lieberman (i984:98-9). on the
intonational criterion of sentencehood, see Hoenigswald (1960:1).
Harris (1958:36-40) shows that the sentence boundaries r+ithin a

discourse can be distinguished by a recurrent stochastic process
on words.

that "all graumars 1eak" (L92L:38) . It would seem then

"tu+
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Are there, or can there be, empirically adequaLe granrmars

in this sense and, if so, what kind of grammars are these? In

order to see what is involved in asking such a quest.ion, recarl

that to say a gralunar generates a sentence means that the granmar

structurally or compositionally derives the sentence, reconstructing

ics intuitive well-formedness in terms of the elements and operations

of the granuulr and hence showing how the sentence is used and under-

stood. what sort of structures, elements and operations are these?

A standard assumption in generative gramnar since at least chomsky

(1965a) has been that an abstract level of underLying structure

(termed "deep structure") I i" required in order to adequately represenE

the intuitive differences which English speakers recognize between

superficially similar sentences, such as (a) John is easy to please

and (b) John is eager to please. Although (a) and (b) are similar
j-n "surface structure'r (i.e., both may be represented by the same

phrase struct,ure label-led bracketing) , thi.s state of af fairs does

not reflect the fknowledge'English speakers have that (a) rnay be

rransformed into (a') It is easy to please John whereas (b) does not

I' Ttrese examples are discussed in Chomsky (1950:532), (L964:34), bur
the term "deep structure" appears only in (i965a), defined as "deter-
ing the semantic interpretati.on" of a sentence (16) and in a discuss-
ion of examples of this kind in a remark about "how unreveal-ing surface
structures nny be as to underlying deep structure"(24). There may be
some cause for disagreement with Chornskyts assessments of che trans-
formations distinguishing easy and eager; see e.g., his reference
(L977b:131 fn 48) Eo "the fact that we have "an easy man to please"
buE. not "an eager man t,o pleasett.tt I find John is an eager man to
please, i.e., iJoht is a sycophantt perfecffi
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I
transform t,o (bt) *It is eag"r to pl"rs .- Such examples

have been used to institutionalize a view t,hat an adequate

representation of sentence structure, i.e., reflecting Ehe

intuitions of the speaker about how the sentence is to be under-

stood, must be given in a for:n that is more abstract than a

relation among words (i.e., adjunction and replacement) such as

co-occurrence or the dependence relations familiar from categorial
,

grartrtrars. Such an assumption has never been demonstrated - and,

to the contrary, results have been obtained showing that, in principle'

the number of level-s of hierarchical structure required for the

compositional description of sentences is two, 3i."., of ordering

relations among words, such as in the string adjunct grarrnar of

Harris (L962) or. in the grarrnar of partially ordered word dependences
^ ^ 

t\/\-

of Harris (1982).^Nbili" means, of course, that the 'knowledge' thaErFf+u 
,.

speakers have which purportedly requi.res a "deep structure" * repre-

The * indicates a word sequence that
Enelish sentence. o(.;*, -/{r*c S
;s ;-* a t'*a-^sC,\-^ -( ft\ .'
See p.186 f{ above.

Joshi (1972); Joshi, Kosaraju, and Yamada (1972a) and (1972b).

A. rr] 

-

The characterftnd claims nade o!^behal-fJof "deep structure"/have
changeci over 'c c unciuly <iecain trs 'i-tere.

A11 that is egsential for the present discussion is that "deep
structures"ar4viewed as comprising structures generatt d by a system
of cat,egories'(a "categorial component") into which lexical items
possessing "inherent properties" are "inserted" and on which trans-
formations are defined; see Chomsky (1981a: 5, 18, 92 f.t).

does not constitute a possible
!( aea.lvtLl^ 4 ^-tf.ilf'fi, I t);L
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sent.ation is, in fact, representable as consisting in words q/?
I

and relations defined on words. The argument for an underlying

1eve1 of abstract structure should not, be confused with the faet

that similar sentences can be grarmatically described as ent,ering

into the domains of different transformatj.ons, a completely separate

matter. There is, in other words, no necessity of defining trans-

formations or other grarutratical operations and elements on abstract

structures (see e.8., Harris (1982) and Chapter5S3 below, for details).

While there is no necessi-ty as'$positg.b* srructure (or levels- t' -J

of represenEation) more abstract than relations among words in

accounting for the recognizably well-formed sentences of a natural .

language (say, English), it may be argued that granrmatical theories

incorporating such"H"a,rres may be preferable in other rrays, for

instance on groundl of "irplicity, or elegance in the sense that

they evidence, or should be requireri. to evidence, properties of

"deduct.ive depch" that are desirable in theories which purport to
Iprovide accounts of child language acquisition.- But this must remain

a moot issue, it would seem, in view of the fact that actually

constructing an empirically adequate grammar (in the sense, as modified,

above) incorporating structures of this kind remains an "as yet

unaccomplished job" which "poses a serious intellectual cha11enge".2

I
Cf.. Chornsky (1981c:9):"The ideal is to reach the point where we
can literally deduce a particular human granmar by setting para-
meEers of universal grarmrar in one or another of the permissible
r.layS . tt

t- Higginbotham (1982:I47). i,le will return to the theme of the relation
of "descri.pt.ive" to "explanatorv" adequacy bel_ow in $4.3.
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There are, on the other hand, rather strong indications that

a grarnoar positing "deep structures" or abstract levels of struccure

into which lexical items are inserted faces insuperable difficulties

in accounting for the range of distribution of lexical items, i.e.,
the observabLe occurrence of lexicaL items (words) in recognizably

well-formed (attested) sentences, and thus meeting the condition of

enpirical adequacy. rn the most ambitious attempt to construct a

granmar of this kind for a single language (French), which would

provide "a coverage comparable to that of traditional grarmrars" such

as those of Jespersen (1909-1949) and Poutsma (1904-L929) for English,

Gross and his co-worker" 1 forrrrd that for a "significant portion of

French" -- a corpus contai.ning more than 12r000 lexical- items and

constituting a classification of simple predicat,es (s'agir, apparaitre,
n

s'av6rer, y avoir avantage, etc. ') -- no two lexical items have

identical synEactie properties, i.e., share the same range of environments

of co-occurrence. This finding makes clear the reasons for the diffl-

culties encountered in studying particular transformaEional- rules:

each time we introduced a new exampLe, the rule had to
be applied in a way differenr from rhat used in all_
previously studied cases. Variations were minor most
of the Eime: prepositions could appear or not, a special
tense or mood was involved, etc. (Gross (L979:861))

As a result, their attempt to \rrite a transformational generative

Gross (1975) and (L979) and the references cj_ted there.

The data are represented in the form of a 12,000 by 600 binary
(occurs in this posicion, does noE occur in this position) matri:<.

I

2



grauunar of this corpus failed. The significance of the manrmoth

investigation of Gross et a1. lies, at base, in the demonstration

of the fundamental empirical inadequacy of the notion of a rrule

of grarnnar t , insofar as such rules are considered operations

applying 'blindly' Eo purely formally defined structures and having

validity for whole classes of lexical iterus, despite their different
selectional restrictions. By the same token, it is a demonstration

that there are no lexical classes having semantic properties which

precisely correlate with a fornally specified rrr1.. 1 The specifica-

tion of the possible word sequences or combinations occurring as

s'entences cannot be provided a priori by the assumption that, lexical
items have inherent properties; the determination of what semanticaL

(or other) properties lexical items have is consequenc upon a prior

J-nvestigation of the range of co-occurrence of each lexical item and

a pri-ncipled accounting for this range of co-occ.rtt.rr".. 2

I- compare Gross (r975:23L fn 22):"A Ia lirnite, 1as disparition d'une
rEgle Peut stinterpr6ter conme 1as disparition de la classe dr6l6ments
lexicaux i 1aque1le 1a rEgle s'appliquaitr our d'un maniEre plus
g6n6rale, conme la disparition d'une propri6t6 s6mantique de la
c1assef,, qui 6rait "ori616. i la propri6t6 synraxique d6finie parla rEgle." This conclusion had been anriciparea uy ui.Z (l9dl:49)
in the early years of transformational gramnar. some linguists
have questioned Gross' analysis of the linguistic data and hencehis conclusions are controversial, but, given that the findings of
Gross et a1. are enpirically supported, it is apparent that theseresultfb-ar ,rpon any generative theory (whether transformationalor not) which att.empEs to account for the observable restrietions
on word co-occurrences.

)- Thus avoiding what Bloomfield (1933:204) Eermed "class-cleavage,',thaE is, allowing occurrences of the 'same word' in ostensiblydifferent grammatical posirions to be dj-fferently classified, andthus E.o remaj-n unexplained. For example, e:{pect occurs in sengences

i

c

t
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It seems an obvious point that whatever grammars can be

constructed which do succeed in accounting for the distribution

of large numbers of lexical itens-ft {in traditional grarmars ,fu
lras termed "coveragef will not readily be thought to be "internalized"

by the speaker-hearer in the sense of the re'nerks of Chornsky, cited at

the end of 4.1 above. That is to say, the compositional account -- if
any such can be provided by the linguist -- of the recognizably well-

-.-"--- -\
formed word sequences f,ot on12'represents the linguistts cleverness in

stating a non-ad hoc system of elements and operations that is adequate
l+-

in this respect; b! this facc (it may be said) an empirically adequare
-,n

g:rammarGls6 formally (i;7, explicitly) reconstructs the linguistic
ability manifested as "intuitions of weLl-formedness" and as well says

a good deal about the semanti-cs of the 1"rrg,-rrg.. I Success in these

efforts does not mean that the linguist is merely rearranging the data

of his corpus in one or anoEher manner, or that his theory is merely an

artifact of its data. 2 ,o the contrary, i.t can be maintained that. the

linguist's gramnar is rrealf to Ehe extent that it explicitly shows how

Patterns characterizing use of language in a particular speech community

(conEinued from previous page)

like r expect John (an N v N structure) and r expect John to arrive
(which is N V N S-), where expect has a clau
simply say Ehat there are t\do words expect in English, each wit,h its
or^rn inherent features' or word word expeci with some Boolean disjunctionof features. But either of these 'opEToif is obviously ad hoc, over-
looking that in many occurrences these sentences tsay thfsfiEt. Seefurther in ChapEer 5 for general details of how the former occurrence
may be transformationally derived from the latter. rt is apparently
often forgotten that distributional statements constj.tute evidence
(see ch. 2 53) that particular lexical irems have cerrain ffificpropertles; see Hoenigswald (1965)on rhis point.

I^ rncluding "inEuiEions of meaning" inasmuch as these are based upon
an informanErs experiential knowledge of tnormalt range of occurrence.

1- lJhich Gross has shown, in t.he case of granmars, to be a necessary sin.
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There is, in other words, no basis for a distinction between "mere

coverage of facts" and "lnsightful coverage" as was once demandedll

since the "facts" to be "covered" are indeed "insightful-" in lrrra.r"

of being the constraints of well-formedness and co-occurrence, of

relations between sentences and the like, which are observed in how

speakers actually use their language. rn the sequel to this chapter

we will consider further the gramnatical metatheory (and its evolution)

mdtivating this demand for "insightful" coverage.

I- Chomsky (19602549):"What qre want in a grammar is not mere coverage
of facts, but insightful coverage, somet.hing much more difficult to
define or attain.rf Cf. (1964:53):"Comprehensiveness of coverage does
not seem to me to be a serious or significant goal in Che present stage
of linguisti.c science. Gross coverage of data can be achieved in many
wavs, by granmars of many different forms. ConsequenEly, we learn little
about the nat.ure of linguistic structure from t.he study of grarmrars that
merely accomplish this." To the contrary, we maintain, a great deal can
be learned about ttgr nature of linguistic structure from the study of
granmars that cannf\merely accomplish" "gross (a prescient pun?) cover-
age". As we showed in Chapter 3, the denigration of "mere coverage",
while ostensibly sounding the theme of rexplanatoryt versus rdescriptive'
theories, in fact stems from initial metatheoretical assumptions that:
(a) linguistic theories must be purely formal (i.e., non-semantic) in
characEer and therefore linguistie descriptions (provided by corresponding
gralnmars of "forma11y autonomous"syntax) can be achieved in many wavs;
(b) as a result, some metacriterion is required to 'selectt from among
the_rrarious possible formal descriptions which are assumed to be empiri-
calltsd(adequate. On this latter poi-nt recall Weyf" (tgaqtOt) surmrary
of Brouwerts crit.icism of formalism: "The question why he sets up just
these rules must remain r.nanswered by the consistent formalist. He will
have to refer us to philosophy, psychology, or anthropology, so Brourver
thinks, in order to justify his "l-ustgevoel van echtheitsovertuiginq"
( translated "consciousness of legitimacy" in Brouwer (1913:84)-TR) and
his belief that the chosen axiom system is more suitable than any other
Eo be projecced onto the world of experience."
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4.3 In Search of "Explanatory Adequacy". ry:
i

grammar which strucEurally characterizes ta1l and onlyf the

intuitively well-fo::ned word sequences, in virtue of which it

may be considered a formal (i.e., explicit) reconstruction of

this linguistic ability, i-s not@ a model of

lingusitic behavior, a point Chomsky drew attention to in his

review of Skinner:

The behavior of the speaker, hearer, and l-earner of
language constitutes, of course, the act,ual data for
any study of language. Ttre construction of a gramnar
which enumerates sentences in such a way that a mean-

. ingful structural description can be determined for
each sentence does not, in itself provide an aceount
of this actual behavior. It merely characterizes
abstractly the ability of one who has mastered the
language to distinguish sentences from non-sentences,
to understand new sent,ences (in part), to note certain
arobiguities, etc. (1959a:576)

It is no accident, that this point should be made in a review of

a book entj.Eled Verbal Behavior, whose purport was indeed to

account for the occurrence of particular utterances in parti.cular
Isituations, - a conceit Chomsky was certainly right to upbraid as a

scientj-st.ic pipe-dream, at least in the form presented by Skinner.

On the other hand, there is some latent equivocation in the

assertion that a grannar does not provide an account of the "actual

behavior" of the speaker, hearer, or learner (and as well- in the

assertion that this behavior "constit.utes the actual data for any
1

study of language" -). Is it not the task of a granrnar to account

I- See Chapter 2 56.
1- Cf., for example, the differing formulations in Chomsky (1958):"The

empirical data I want to explain are the nat.ive speaker's intuitions."
(158), and "The dat.a are sentences. Utterances of t.he language." (175).
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for the occurrence of a parti.cular sentence in a particular

situation (qua Skinner) or it it not the task of a gratrmar to

structurally characterize actual utterances which occur in the

context of a discourse? I I" any sound or noise rnade through

the mouth to count as part of the "actual data" of linguistic

behavior? Is a grarnm:r to be relieved of the responsibility

of accounting for mispronumciations, of interruptions, of

di.scontined utterances, of inritative nctses, cli.cks, whistles,

and the like?

It is evident that some distinctions must be recognized

in the assert,aj.on that a'granmar is not "in itself" an account

of the behavior of the J-anguage user. lJe may begin by noting

thaE since language occurs as discour".rl i.e., as connected

utterances, there is a clear sense in which a grarunar of sentences

is an idealization: it characterizes parEicular utterances (word

sequences) "atomisticallyt' , ' ,.e., without regard to restrictions

and dependences which cross sentential boundaries. 3 Th,r", the
(O a,+t ..J\"^r

same senEence,,^described from the point of view of the language as

Cf. Harris (L952a:315):"Language does not oceur in stray words or
sentences but in connected discourse -- from a one word utterance
to a ten-volume work, from a monolog to a union square argument."

The term 'rsentence atomism' is used by Hii in roughly this sense.

The most farniliar (but far froo the easiest t,o describe) cases are
referential relations whose resolution requires trans-sentential
domains; e.g., First, Max and his brother went

2

3

Later, Ted Eransferred to Fordham.
to the same school.
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a whole, that is, as a sequence whose well-formedness is

compositionally reconstructed by the sentence-defining
(a) t'lt^-*

elements and operations of a granmrr, and€described from

the point of view of whatever similarities it may share with

other sentences occurring in the same discourse (or set of

discourses, as in a sublanguage -- see further in Chapter 6)f

may be provided with different structural characterizations,

any of which can be considered rcorrect t vis-a-vis the

respective domains over which the elements and operations
t

are def ined. ' Hotr much''structure can warrantedly be posited

I ,or instance the sentence The anttbody titer rose on the
fourth day (as uray occur i )
can be represented in various ways by different sentence
gramnars: as having the phrase structure

(u, the antibody cirer) (rp (U rose) (r, (, on) (*, rhe fourth da,v) ) ) )

a part,ially-ordered word dependence structure, representable as
semi-lattlce

(s

or
a

rose
-'titer

-/.-
anE.r-bocty

on

\
\ fourth

day

As occurring ln a text in a sublanguage of cellular imrnunology, the
sentence night be reconstructed, showing its sirnilarities with other
sublanguage sentences, as: On the fourth day following the reinjection
of riral antigett into the f
titer of antibody rose in the lymph follicles, which can be represenrea
as a instance of the word class sequence GJB : AVT, with : = on Ehe
fgur.ch day following; G = viral anrigen; J = (re)injecrion; s = t"g!.I"
ot_9f-re_same s_crai3; A = ?ntibody; V = titer present in; T = the lymph
follicles. See Chapter 6 for details.
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in sentences taken, under the idealization, as occurring in

a null context (or, perh"p",Th. metalinguistic context of

granrmatical discussion), ; ans\rer, clear1y, is just the

structure sufficient to characterize the speakerrs intuition

that the sencence is well-forned ,En" restrictions on word
-tl-.f 9+(1L>+" rr'J-- tr-

i*conbinations trr*,iifig^ou! (in Husserlrs term) Unsinn .Alord

combinations satisfying these constraints must be considered

sentences, and therefore, tsayabler no natter how unlikely they

might be, or whether or not they express a coherent meaning.

Any further assignment of structure is based upon a priori

notions of meaning or interpretation which an"r".r.r.* o.

justified. Whereas sentences occurring in a discourse (even

a Elro-sentence one, e.g., under a conjuction) exhibit the

property that speakers (or, more generally, users) of the

discourse-language treeognizet addicional (that is to say,

beyond well-formedness) restrictions on word combinatiorr".?r,r"a

as it is not the case Ehat any two sentences may be joined under

a conjuction, €.9., flManifestation is a relation of a whole and

iEs Parts and it was all characteristically Teutonic, and, critically
examined, noc very Eactful; but tact was never wagnerts strong suit

when trying to convince the hrorld that its only hope of salvation 1ay
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I
in hitching itself !o the German chariot,' so i.n particular discourses

and uses of language, certain word combinations which must be accounted

sentences of the containing language (e.g., English) will be 'recognized'

by users as not belonging to the restricted language, even though all

the individual words may so belong. E.9., in the sublanguage of cellular

irnnunology Lymphocytes produce renal adipose tissue is not a possible
-2sentence, not merely because it is false which is unimportanE - herelbut

because its utterance would inrmediately identify its produeer as not
VEr_**

a member of the restricted speech cornmunity, or its occurrence in a text

would be recognized as not forming part of the text.' Gr"r*"rs of

the language as a whole (i.e., which specify sentencehood) do not

represent structures (restri.ctions on word combinations) which result
tL

from the occurrence of sentences in discourse and sublanguage. So in

the sense that they do not. st,ructurally characterize the actual occurrence

of sentences i-n their discourse context, they are not models of linguistie
s'f!a

behavior (or usage). But neither sentence graunars or any^granmars

are models of behavior in that thev are not account,able for all the
E

sounds emitted from the mouth of a speaker - nor are they accountable

L ' tr ' indicates the sequence is unacceptable for all speakers; sources:
J.)1.E. McTaggart, @, I, (1921), p. 121 and
E. Neqrman, The Life of Richard Wagner, IV, (1946), p. 3L4.

" Science languages are, presurnably, replete with false sentences
Ehough not with ones for which there is no evidential warrant.

3' As in Z. Harris (forthcorning), "Int.roduction".

- These terns will be discussed in Chapter 6.

" The sounds of interest to the grammarian are those which display
invariance under repetition, see Chapcer 5 S3.
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for the occurrence of particular utEerances under given stimulus

condit,ions.

The intent of t,hese remarks has been to distinguibh the ideali-

zation under which all sentence granmars are gathered -- that structure

can be assigned to sentences taken as independent of context of occurrence

from the seemingly obvious disclairner (which is not an idealization)

t.hat such a gramnar is not an account of (verbal) behavior. To be sure,

the idealLzing assumption of a sentence gramnar is not completely

innocuous: t,here is both far more 'recognizablet strueture in sentences

taken as occurring in discourse and, in some cases, far less -- a

situation r,rhich nay lead'to pseudoproblems. I

This view of the tnot-a-mode1-of-behaviort matter would seem to

be in accord with certain of Chomskyf s early r^rritingsr e.g. r

It is first of al1 clear that the formalized granrnar,
regarded as a predictive theory, is an idealization in
at least tr,ro respect,s; first, in that it considers formal
st.ructure independently of use; and second, in that the
items iE generates will not be the ut,terances of which
actual discourse is composed, buE rather they will be
what the untutored native speaker knows to be well-formed
sentences. (1960:531)

But, on the other hand, under the supposiEion that a generative

grammar has been "internalized" by the speaker-hearer (see the

concluding part of $4.1 above) such a granmar "must be regarded

I- Thus iE is said that a (sentence) grauunar is to account for
Ehe intuitions of native speakers that cert.ain sentences are
"ambiguous", but the sentences prov-ded as illustrating this
claim, €.9., They are flying planes, He heard the shooting of
the hunters, John decided on the boat, etc.,are typically only
"ambiguous" in a nu1l context of occurrence, i.e., as grammatical
examples. The fact, that speakers can parse these sentences in
different ways should be accountable for in such a grammar, buE
the examples a.re betEer described as "homonynous" rather than
"ambiguoustt.
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as a 
,component, 

in the behavior of the speaker and listener":

IE is not easy to accept the view that a child is
capable of constructing an extremely conplex mechanism
for generating a set of sentences, some of which he has
heard, or that an adult can instantaneously determine
whether (and if so, how) a particular j.tem is generated
by this mechanism, which has many of the properties of
an abstract deductive theory. Yet this appears to be
a fair description of the perforrnance of the speaker,
listener, and learner. If this is correct,, we can Pre-
dict that a direct attempt to account for the actual
behavior of speaker, listener, and learner, not based
on a prior understanding of the structure of gramrars,
wiLl achj.eve very linited success. The granmar must
be regarded as a component in Ehe behavior of the
speaker and listener. . . . (1959a 2577)

Of course, the operative assumption behind regarding a generative

granmar as ttint.ernalizedtt or ttas a component in
qrt^}f

it is empirically adequate -- it actually does

behavior" is that

characterize the

(de-contextualized) intuitively well-formed word sequences without

ad hoc adjustments. l

In his writings throughout the 1960's, Chomsky often returns

t.o the theme that a generative gramtrar is not to be considered as

2
a model of the speaker or hearerl now the distinction between the

abstraet characterization of linguistic abilities and the behavior

in which such abiliEies are manifested is desisnated as Ehat between

ttcompetence" and "performance", a conceptual distinction rvhich is

Cf. Katz and Fodor (L964:484):"The justification which permits
the grammarian t.o study senlences in abstraction from the settings
in which they have occurred or might occur i.s simply that the fluent
speaker is able to construct and recognize syntacticall-y well-formed
sentences without recourse to information about settings, and this
ability is what a grarmar undertakes to reconstruct.rl

E.g. , Chomsky and lIi11er (1963;272); Chomsky (1965a:9), (L967a2435-6)
Much of this discussion was tied up with, and in response Eo, the
matter of the "psychological reality" of grarnmatical rules and
st.ructures.
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hailed as a sine qua non for the study of human cognition.l

"Competence" is defined as "the speaker-hearerts knowledge of

his language" and the competence of an "ideal speaker-hearer"

is the object of graurmatical description:

A granunar of a language purports to be a description
of the ideal speaker-hearerts intrinsic comDetence.
(1965a:4)

"Performancetr refers to ttthe actual use of language i.n concrete

sit.uations", presumably in discourse orfudnon-linguistically

describable settings of occurrence. But "performance" also refers to

other "gramamtically irrelevant conditions" such as "memory lirnita-

Eions, distractions, shifts of attention and int.erest, and errors

(random or characteristic)".2 The concept of "performance,, thus

' Chonsky (1968:78):"I think that if we contempl-ate the classical
problem of psychology, that of accounting for human knowledge, we
cannot avoid being struck by the enormous disparity between know-
ledge and experience....In principle, the theory of l-earning should
deal with this probleur; but in fact it bypasses the problem....The
problem cannot even be formulated in any sensible way until we
develop the concept of competence, alongside the concepts of learn-
ing and behavior, and apply this concept in some donain." Metaphors
of {epth seem to be essential to the characterization of coilp-ffi]
as 6iq rational:'-st assumptions about the explanation of cornplex pheno-
mena. Thus Chomsky (1955a:4):"...linguistic theory is mentalistic,
since it is concerned with discovering a mentaf reality underlying
actual behavior." and Pylyshyn (L972:31):"Basic to the notion of
c.ompet,ence is the belief that what is behind such intuitions is best
characterized as a set of implicit rules or a procedure This view
of cognitive competence is fundamentalJ-y a rat,ionalist position. IE
claims that underlying al1 cognitive actj.vity is a more perfect system
tJ^an Ehat displayed by the record of behavior itself..." Fodor (1983:2)
speaks of "orthodox mentalist doctrine", Ehe view that "Behavior is
organized, but t.he organization of behavior is merely derivative; the
structure of behavior stands to mental strucEure as an effect stands
to its cause." As we shall see, t.he siren call of a "more perfect
underlying reality" leads even further than the methodological
abstraction of ttcomDetence".

1- (1965a:3).
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I

conflates under t.he rubric of "the actual use of language in concrete
,1

situations" the notion of discour"J?EaH "various psychological factors,,

which'may be involved in verbal o"tlo.rn.".' This results in a ge jure

identification of 'language structurer with what is describable witlrin

the domain of "competencerr. Wtrat cornprises this domain of "knowledge of

languagett?

We have seen that the intent of a sentence grarnar is to

reconstruct the ability of speakers to recognize tnerrt word sequences

as well-formed, the condltion of such reconstruction being that

Ehe grarnrnar provide a compositional account of recognizab|y well-formed

se.quences, showing how the words are rin construction withr one another.

But "knowledge of language" involves far more than this:

rt, seems clear that we must regard linguistic competence --
knowledge of language -- as an abstract system underlying
behavior' a system constituted by rules that interact to
determine the form and intrinsic meaning of a potentially
infini.te number of sentences. (1968:71)

At the systematic 1eve1, competence is expressed by a
generative grammar that recursively enumerates structural
descriptiohs of sentences, each with its phonetic, syntactic
and semantic aspects. (lbid., 185-6)

When we try to characterize the state of rnind of a person
who knows a language, taking account of his ability to use
and understand an!.ndefinite range of sentences, each with
its phonetic form'and meaning potential determined in a
specif ic way, \^re are led..., specifically, to the construc-
t,ion of a generative granrnar, a system of rules and principles
that establishes a certain sound-meaning relationship. (I959c:314)
. . . the technical term "competence" refers to the ability of
the idealized speaker-hearer to associate sounds and meanings
scrictly in accordance with rhe rules of his language. (L967a:328)

Cf., Katz (L972:25)z"...the study of perfonnance assumes the contribution
of competence and directs its attent.ion to the manner in which the
contribucions of various ps,vchological factors, e.g., memory limitations,
attention shifts, ,distraction, brain damage, errors -- interplay with
linguistic factors\to produce natural speech, wi.th all its characteristic
distortions and irlegularities."
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That'is to say, the ability of a speaker to use and understand his

language was now seen to require representation by a gramrar with a

semantic component in addition to the previously assumed "level"
(now,"component") of "phonological representation',:

...we stress again that knowledge of a language involves
the implicit ability to understand lndefinitely many sentences.
Hence' a generative grammar must be a system of rules that can -

iterate to generate an indefinitely large number of structures.
This system of rules can be analyzed inio the three major com-ponents of a generative granmar: the syntactic, phonol0gical,
and semantic components. (1965a: 15-6)

Dependlng upon what is to be understood by the notl.on of a "semantic

representationtr generated by a t'semantic componentttrl this new

requirement could be viewed as placlng a rather onerous burden on

the grarnmarian, €.9., by requiring that a linguistic description

should "specify all the information about the sentences that a

speaker utilizes to produce and understand them". 2 However this

ma1'be, it is unclear how seriously chomsky ever entertained the

t,he idea of incorporat,ing a "universal semantics" into the nodel

of a generatj.ve grafiunar 3 
"rrd, in any event, talk of a,,semantic

- About which there j.s an enormous literature; see e.g., Katz (1972)
and I'lcCawley (1973a)and the references cited therein.

- Katz (L966:123):"the rules of a linguistic description must nor
only be capable of produci.ng an infinite list of forrnal objecrs,
but the formal objecrs on the list must be the sentences of the
language under study (!!-TR) and the lisr must exclude any string
in the vocabulary of the language that is not a sentence of the
language. Furthermore, these rules must somehow specify all the
information about the sentences that a speaker utilizes to produce
arf understand Ehem. "

,/l

?Z\- Thus, within a few pages of the same book , the revised 1972 edition
of chomsky (1968), we find somewhat opposing perspect,ives:\'Let us rurn
now to the study of underlying cornpetence, and consider th\ general
problem of how a sound-meaning pairing might be established. As a pre-
liminary to this invest.igation of universal granunar, we must ask hor^r
sounds and meanings are to be represented. Since \re are interested in
human languages in general, such systems of representation must be
independent of any particular language. l.Je must, in other words,
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component" soon disappeared from Eheoretieal discussipns to be

repldced by a new 1evel of "1ogica1 form". I rtris development,

apparently, traces chonskyts increasingly strong conviction that

natters of "fact" and "belief" and indeed "knowledge o.f the world" enter

so intimately int,o meaning that the notion of a "semant,ic repre-

sentationtt based upon ttuniversal semanticstt is not a Eenabre orr..2

So pronounced has been this volte face, it has been suggested recently "that

(continued from previous page)

develop a universal phonetics and a universal semantics that
delirnit' respectively, the set of possible signals and the
set of possible semantic representations for any human language."'(120) I whereas less sanguine expectat,ions are expressed juit
six pages earlier{'rn fact, the notion "representatj.on of meaning"
or "semantic repredtsntation" is itself highly controversial. rt
is not clear at a1l that i-t is possible to distinguish sharply
between the contribution of granrnar t.o the determinat.ion of
meani.ng, and the contribution of so-called "pragrnatic considera-
tions," questi"ons of fact and belief and context of utterance"(114).

lr' cf. (1977a:5)i\a grarmar...assigns to each sentence (in particular)
a st.ructural description consist,ing of a representation on each of
a seE of linguistic levels; specifically, on the level of phonetics,
phonology, words, morphemes, higher level syntax, and what r will
call here "logieal- fonn" (LF). r use the latter term to refer to
those aspect,s of semantic representat.ion that are strictly deter-
mi.ned by grammar, abstracEed from other cognitive systems."

,)- E.g., (1969a:67):"Thus one rnight argue that nonlinguistic beliefs,
intentions of the speaker, and other factors enter into the inrer-
pretation of utterances in so intimate -- and perhaps so fluctuat.ing
and indefinite -- a fashion that it is hopeless to attempt to repre-
sent independentl-y the "purely grarunatical" component of meaning,...".
The same point is made in a stronger vein in (1979b:L42):"l,Ihy, then,
raise a question about Ehe possibility of a universal semantics, which
would p-ovide an exact representati.on of the full meaning of each
lexical item, and Ehe meaning of expressions in which these iterns appear?
There are, I believe, good reasons for being skeptical about such a pro-
gram. rt seems that other cognit,ive systems -- in parti.cular, our
svstem of beliefs concerning things in the world and their behavior --play an essencj.al part in our judlements of meanj.ng and reference, in
an extremelv intri.caf.e manner, and it is not aE all clear that much
will remain if we try t,o separate the purely linguistic components. . . .
I doubt that one can separate semantic representation from beliefs and
knowledge about the wor1d."

I

I
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,

the study of word meaning is not, properly speaking, part of

the Jtudy of language at all, but rather concerns other cognitive

systems which are connected in part to language through some sort

of 'trabellingt"(1979c:37), which might be accounted a rather unusual

position for a linguistic theory to adopt. Unfortunately, further

details of this intriguing ProPosal have not been forthcoming.

But whatever the levels of linguistic representation provided

by a generative graumar in its characterization of "knowl-edge of

language" or, more properly, "competence" -- the idealized speaker's ability

Eo produce and understand indefinitely many sentences, determining

a sound-meaning relation for each of these -- two metatheoretical

(i.e., as stipulated in the theory of language structure) "criteria

of adequacy" have been proposed. On the one hand, the linguistrs

grarunar is "descriptively adequate" if it "corresponds to linguistic

fact", i.e., correctly characterizes the linguistic intuition of the

speaker of the language.l On the other hand, "on a much deeper and

hence much more rarely attainable 1evel" a granunar i.s to be justified

according to Ehe extent to which it is "explanatorily adequate"; as

in LSLT, this is a leve1 of tat"ot-!\'internal justif ication": a grarmar
/1\

It "Descriptive adequacy" is the correlate of "external adequacy" in
LSLT: "0n one level (that of descriPtive adequacy), the granrnar is
jusrified ro th+xtent that it correctly describes its object, namely
the linguistic ihtuition -- Ehe tacit competence -- of the native
speaker. In Ehis sense, the grarnmar is justified on external grounds.
on grounds of correspondence to linguistic fact"(1965a226-7). However,
the nature of linguistic facts has been somewhat altered; recal-l that
in LSLT, external adequacv requi-red that the sentences predicted by
the grarumar be acceptable Eo native speakers; in (1965a) "Acceptability
is a concepc that belongs Eo the study of performance, whereas gram0a-
ticalness belongs to the study of competence"(11).
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which is "descriptlvely adequate" and is highest varued by an
i

evaluation procedure belonging to the general linguistic theory,

is thereby justified on the level of "explanatory adequacy,,. l

As such, a grannar which is "explanatorily adequate" is addressing

the problem of accounting for language acquisition, "an account of

the specific innate abilities that make this achievement possib Le".2

Although these adequacy criteria are conceptually separate, chomsky

frequently cautions that in practice they are inseparable, and

that even "descriptive adequacy" cannot be achieved without concern

for the development of an..explanatory theory, a theory of universal
2

granrmar. ' rn (r965a) and until verv recentlv with the onset of

I- (1965a227)

op.cit.; Cf., "To acquire language, a child must devi.se a hypothesis
compatible with the presented dat,a -- he must select from the store of
potential grammars a specific one that is appropriate to the data avail-
able to him. ...and all concrete attempts to formulate an empirically
adequate linguistic theory certainly leave ample room for mutually in-
consi-stent gramxnars, all conpatible with primary dat,a of any conceivable
sort. A11 such theories therefore require supplementation by an evalu-
atj.on measure if language acquisition is to be accounted for and selection
of specific grammars is to be justified; and I shal1 continue to assume
tentatively, as heretofore, that this is an ernpirieal fact about the
i-nnate human facult6 de langage and consequently about general linguistic
theory "s relI'iTI6T. , :o$.1s rde saw i.n chaprer 3, the requiremenr
that theory seleffin be a mat.ter of evaluation measures sEems from the
rnetaphilosophical requirement that the theories in question be based on
purely non-semantic prinitives. Notice however, that selection is from
such Eheories as are ernpirical-1y adequate, i.e., as are compatible wlth
"primary data". rt is simply assume{. therefore that the ernpirical
adequacy condition can be easily satified by such theories. DiscounEing
the bogeyman of " a mer{isting" of thf aata of a corpus which should satis-
fy no one's criterion df empirical adequaey, this does not appear -- in
the light of the diversity Gross has shown to exist in language, as rvel1
as in Ehe failure of generative gramnar to come up with anything like
a grammar with a systematic approach to significant coverage in a single
language -- to be a justifiable assumption.

(I965a: 41),(1968: 27-8), (1970 :428-9) .

[,
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t.;'

"modular theories" of graunar (see below), this 1eve1 of "theory-

internal" justification (thus hypotheses pertaining to language

acquisition) was conceived in the nanner of LSLT, i.e., BS a formal

(i.e., mechanical) evaluation measure ranking theories in terus of

notational simplicity, andwas thus subject to the criticism that

the imposition of formal methods of theory selection on linguistic

theory is sufficiently unlike anything else in science that it nay

be genuinely regarded as "bifurcationist" in the sense in which

Chomsky, rightly or wrongly, indicts Quiners thesis of "j.ndeterminacy

of translation".l However, under "moduLarity" sueh criticisn is
')anachronistic.- But whether via evaluation measures or by other

means, the explanatory task of linguistic theory to account for

language acquisition by children is served only insofar as this

theory succeeds in "restricting the class of possible grarunars"

which are compatible with the available data. 3

(1980a:L6-22). See Chapter 3.

In the "modular theory" presented in Chomsky (198la) and (1982)i
general ruJ.,e-writing systems have been dispensed with and, a
iortiorit&L'luation metrics defined on these systems. See ihe
(favorable) review of these two works by l^IiJ-liams (1984), who
observes: "the intent of the theory, that general rule-writing
systems are dispensed with, is...quite clear. There can there-
fore be no such activity as rwriting the rules of a language'
in the traditional transformational sense; rather there is only
'fixing the parameters of universal grammar (UG) in the appropriate
way for a particular Language.t" Williams also suggests a reason
for abandoning select,ion vj.a evaluation measares: "so far as I
know, no interesting details of the evalution measure have been
forthcoming since the initial- proposals of ASPECTS and of SOUIID
PATTERN 0F ENGLISH (Chornsky and Hal-le 1968). The failure of this
'formal'avenue to an explanatory theory laid the ground for the
more I substancive' modular theories of current work" (402) .

The exact formulation varies; see (1955a:51), (1973:81), (19752164),
Chomsky and Lasnik (19772427). Chomsky (1979a:1) speaks of restricting
"the class of attainable gramrnars", presumably indicating a proper
subset of "possible" ones.

t



Regarding the task of "explanatory adequacy", i.e., "restricting
the olass of possible gramars", it has been widely believed I that

the results of Peters and Ritchie (1973) showed that the theory presenred

in chomsky (r965a) placed vi.rtually no const,raints on Ehe form of

possible gramnars, and thus abjectly failed to address the central

concern of providing an account of child language acquisition. For

their main result demonstrated that an ASPECTS-type grarmar (suitably

formalized) had the weak generative capacity of an unrestrlcted

re-writing system, i.e., was able to characterize membership in any

recursively enumerable set, and thus was no more restrictive than
' ')'a given Turing machine. ' But does this finding really have any reJ-evance

for empirical linguistic theories? To be sure, peters and Ritchie

themselves assume the significance of thei.r result for empirical

linguistics in proposing an amendment t,o the ASPECTS formalj.sm which

ensures the generation of only recursive sets. 3 thi" is done, they

Cf. Newmeyer (1980:175):"But around L970, the task of power
reduct,ion took on a ner4r urgency. Studies by stanley peters and
Robert Ritchie (. . . ) demonstrated that the situation was far worse
than imagined. Put sirnply, Peters and Ritchie proved that the weak
generative capaciEy of a transfornational grarmar was that of an
unrestricted rewriting systern (Turing rnachine). wtrat this meanE
was t.hat transfonntional rules Lrere so unconstrained that. trans-
formational grarnnar as formulated then made no cl-aim at all abour
any human language except that its sentences could be generated
by some set of rules." see also Kirnball (f973:50) for a similar statement.

This is due E,o t,he fact that transforrnations are pernitted in the
ASPECTS theory ro irerare (cycle) indefinitely.

By defining a ( priruitive recursive) expru',ential function of the length of
sentence which bounds the cycling of transformations.



not€,i tc "justify the i.ntuition of virtually aLL linguists that

natural languages are recursive"(82). In the light of the issues

raised in the previous section, it rnay be doubted that such a consensus

in fact exists among linguists, although in the heady early days

of the application of formal systems to natural languages this nay

have obtained among certain formally-inspired linguists and onlook.ts.l

But we have already seen that any results pertaining to weak

generative capacity (i.e., to strings of symbols) have no bearing

on the central matter of linguistic theory, the structure of natural
a

languages. And, whereas Chomsky in his (1965a) allows that "it seems

that, when the the theory of transformational granunar is properly forra-

ulated: any such gran'm:r must meet. fo:mal condiLions that restrict it to

the enumeration of recursive sets" (208, fn 37), he also contends that

questions of generative capacity are not "necessarily" in correspondence with

"what is probabl-y the empirically most significant dimension of increasing

power of linguistic theot..l", fu., "the scattering in value of granmars

compatible with fixed data" (621 tot which is meant' aPParently, how many

possible granmars must be assessed by an evaluatior, *"""nt".3 It may be

I S.. the citations in $4.2 above and Putnam (196I). A recent
appraisal is Matthews (1979) who concludes "there are no eornpelling
Eheoretical reasons for requiring that transformational grarnmars
enumerate only recursive setsrr(209).

1- The same is true of so-called "strong generative capacity" insofar
as this as viewed merely as the generation of "tree structures".

' (1965a:62):"Along this ernpirically significant dimension, we should
like to accept the least "powerful" theory that is empiricall-y adequate."
Cf. Chomsky and Lasnik (L9772427):"To attain explanatory adequacy the
theory T must be sufficiently restricted so that relatively few granmars
are available, given a reasonable amount of experience E, to be submitted
Eo evaluation; otherwise, the burden on the evaluation procedures is in-
tolerable. "
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indeed questioned, therefore, that the Peters and Ritchie result

indicates that an ASPEcrs-Eype grarur'rr is "explanatorily inadequate"

in the special sense given to this expression. But there can be no

question that this result or any result derived from the mathematical

theory of fornal languages will scarceLy be pertinent to a linguistic theory for

which "it may turn out that grammars do not generate languages at all"
(1980a:L22). But before considering this possibil-ity and what meaning

may be given to the demand to "restrict the class of possible gramnars"

in the context of such a theory, it is first necessary to examine further

the relation between the criteria of "descriptive" and "explanatory't

adequacy and the antagonism spawned by these competing concerns.

The claim that a grannar is "inEernally represented" and "involved

in the use and understanding of sentences" by a speaker of a Language

certainly can be made -- if at all -- only of grarmars that are, as

Chornsky prefers, "descriptively adequate". That is, iE is obvious

t.hat only such a grammar as actually succeeds in correctly describing

the speakerrs intuitions of well-formedness, of relations betiteen

sentence constituents and relations between sentences, etc., can be

considered as guiding or somehow determining the nanner in which a

language user understands his language. Furthermore, it would seem

t,o be equally obvious that the question of how such a "system of know-

ledge" is acquired ean logically only follow the demonstration that

a parti-cular candidate graunar is "descriptively adequate" over a non-
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trivial range of data. In other words,
i

We can certainly raise the question of acquisition of
knowledge only where we have a reasonably convincing
characterization of what has been learned. (Chonsky
(197i:26)) t

But given the requirement that a linguistie theory provide an

account of the acquisj.tion of a speakerts "knowledge of language",

Ehere is engendered a "tension" between the twin pursuits of attaining

"descriptivett and ttexpLanatory adequacytt:

To attain explanatory adequacy it is in general necessary
to restrict the class of possible granmars, whereas the
pursuit of descriPtive adequacy often seems to requi-re

. elaborating the mechanisms avail-able and thus extending
the class of possible graurmars. (Chornsky and Lasnik(L977:
427)) 2

In rhe lighr of the difficulties encountered in attaining enpirically

adequaEe coverage comprising sizable numbers of lexical items which

we have outlined above, we can well understand the pressure to

"elaborate" the descriptive "mechanisms available" in order Lo

accomodate the sought-for correspondence between granunatical "rul-e" 3

and "linguistic fact", i.e, the intuition of the language user.

I' Cf. Chomsky Q964:113):"(T)he construction of a model of acquisition
(whether a model of learning or a linguistic procedure for discovery
of grammars) cannot be seriously undertaken without a clear under-
standing of the nature of the descriptively adequate granmars that
it must provide as output, on the basis of primary 1-inguistic data."

2 S.. also Chomsky (1983a:153):"It is the tension between these two
rasks that makes the field intellectually interesting, in my viett."

3 H"r" recalling Peirce (1931:605):"The most generic possible sense
of 'rulet is ia general formula applicable to Particular casest.''
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How has this problem been addressed within generative grarrnar?

The answer here depends upon how the reLation between the central

notiorls of t grarrnar t and t l-anguage t is conceived. According to the

formal systems view of this relation, i.e., that a gramnar generates

all and only the sentences of a language (a position not explicitly stated in

LSLT AS iN SYNTACTIC STRUCTURESIANd AI ICASt tACitlY iN SUbSCqUCNt

work up until the niddle 1970's), a research Program is pursued to

restrict "t.he expressive power of rules" thus reducing "the class of

accessible granunars". 2

t A" chorsky has recently observed (1984:11 fn 14):"(T)he earliest
publications on generative grammar were presented ln a framework
Suggested by certain topics in automata theory (e.g. ' uy SYNTACTIC
STRUCTURES, actually course notes for an undergraduate course at
MIT and hence presented from a point of view related to this (sic)

-? intprests of these students). Specifically linguistic ltork, suchLr'

- ,$ as_,ny-LpGICAL STRUCTURE OF LINGUISTIC TI{EORY (1955-6; Published
r./ \ d^ ^^--\l,--rrir yaL,y in 1975), was not publishable at the time. In the latter'

dETISiterations of weak generative capacity, finite automata and
the 1i.ke were completely absent, and the emphasis was on l-language
("internalized language" 'TR; see below), though the term was not
used." On the remark that LSLT "was not publishable at the time"
see Murray (1980), €sp. 77-8.

)'Chomsky (L977a:19). Ttris would seem to indicate that the restrict,ion
on the class of grammars envisaged results from constraining the
generative capacity of this c1ass, i.e., the character (e.g., Kleene
(regular), context-free, -sensitive, etc.) of the language generated.
See the careful dlscussion in Kiraball (1973), chapter 4, and the
statement (62) z "The more lirnited the generative capacity of the
class of grammars available as potential grannars for human languages'
the closer to an explanation of chil-d language acquisition the linguist
has come. Adding new mechanisms to gramnar which increase the generative
-6^^Flr.' 9f the resulting class of grarunars is an overall loss in explan-sq Pou 4 LJ

atory$ower of unj.versal gramnar, and each such addition must be justified
by emlirical considerations." As we have seen, Chomsky has not held such
a eirai-htforward view of the bearing of generat,ive capacity upon thed J rr 4r5

expl-anatory task of linguistic theory, although hls language surely
sometimes suggests just such a relation. See footnote I6 (i977a:19)
which observes tltat Peters and Ritchie "have shown how t.ransformational
grarnnars r,rith cyclic rules can be restricted to generation of recursive
languages, in some qulte natural ways" and then notes that "the crucial
issue is not the recursiveness of generabJ-e languages but restrictj.on
of the class of accessible gramnars."
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trivial range of data. In other words'
i

We can certainLy raise the question of acquisition of
knowledge only where we have a reasonabl-y convincing
characterization of what has been learned. (Chonsky
(197i:25)) I

But given the requirement that a linguistie theory provide an

account of the acquisition of a speakerts "knowledge of language",

there is engendered a "tension" between the twin pursuits of attai.ning

"descri-ptivett and ttexplanatory adequacytt:

To attain explanatory adequacy it is in general necessary
to restrict the class of possible granmars, whereas the
pursuit of descriPtive adequacy often seems to require

. elaborating the mechanisms avail-able and thus extending
the class of possible graumars. (Chomsky and Lasnik(1977:
427)) 2

In the lighr of the difficulties encountered in attaining enpirically

adequaEe coverage comprising sizable numbers of lexical items which

we have outlined above, vte can well understand the pressure to

"elaborate" the descriptive "mechanisms available" in order to

accomodate the sought-for correspondence between grarmnatical "ru1e" 3

and "linguistic fact", i.e, the intuition of the language user.

I af. Chomsky (Lg64:113):"(T)he construction of a model of acquisition
(whether a model of learning or a linguistic procedure for discovery
of grammars) cannot be seriously undertaken without a clear under-
standing of the nature of the descriptively adequate grammars that
it must provide as output, on the basis of primary_1-inguistic data."

')- See also Chomsky (1983a:153):"It is the tension between these two
rasks Ehat makes the field intellecEually interesting, :'n my viel."

3 
".t" 

recalling Peirce (193f:605):"The most generic possible sense
of 'rule' is ia general forrnula applicable Eo Particular casest.|'
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How has this problem been addressed within generative grarmnar?

The answer here ilepends upon how the relation between the central

notiorls of tgranrnart and tlanguaget is conceived. Aceording to the

formal systems view of this relation, i.e., that a graTmnar generates

all and only the sentences of a language (a position not explicitly stated in

LSLT as in SYNTACTIC STRUCTURESIand at least tacitly in subsequenc

work up until the rniddle 1970's), a research program is pursued to

restrict "the expressive poller of ru1es" thus reducing "the class of

accessible granunars". 2

' As Chomsky has recently obse:rred (1984:11 fn 14):"(T)he earllest
publications on generative grammar were presented in a framework
Suggested by certain topics in automata theory (e.g.' ny SYNTACTIC

STRUCTURES, actually course notes for an undergraduate course at
MIT and hence presented from a point of view reLated to this (sic)

,"1 inrerests of these students). Specifically linguistic work, such
. l+ a9-n#QGICAL STRUCTURE OF LINGUISTIC THEORY (1955-6; published
\'/\ 'a-- -^--\t1tt 1975) ' was not publishable at the time. In the latter'/-arrr ydL y

co-:nsiderations of weak generative capacity, finite automata and
the like were completely absent, and the emphasis was on I-language
("internalized language" -TR; see below), though the term was not
used." On the remark that LSLT "was not publishable at the time"
see Murray (1980), €sp. 77-8.

)'Chomsky (L977a:19). lhis would seem to indicate that the restrict,ion
on t.he class of grammars envisaged results from constraining the
generative capacity of this c1ass, i.€., the character (e-g., Kleene
(regular), context-free, -sensiEive, etc.) of the language generated.
See the careful discussion in Kinball (1973), chapter 4, and the
statement (62) z "The more l-imited the generative capacity of the
class of grammars availabl-e as potential granmars for human languages'
the closer to an explanation of child language acquisition the linguist
has come. Adding new mechanisms to gramnar which increase Ehe generative

i r" of the resulting class of gramrnars is an overall loss in explan-soP4s ! LJ

atory$ower of universal- gramnar, and each such addition must be justified
by emli.rical considerat,ions." As we have seen, Chomsky has not held such
a srraishtforward view of the bearing of generative capacity uPon the
explanatory task of linguistic theory, although hls language surely
sometimes suggests just such a relation. See footnote 16 (L977a:I9)
which observes that Peters and Ritchie "have shown how transformational
granuDars wiCh cyclic rules can be restricEed to generation of recursive
languages, in some quite natural ways" and then notes that "the crucial
issue is noE the recursiveness of generable languages but restrictj-on
of the class of accessible gramnars."
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But at least as earlv as 1975 the view is entertained that

the innate facult6 de langage rnight not suffice to determine a

graErnar:

I have been assuuing that UG suffices to dete:rrine
particular grammars (where, again, a grafimar is a
system of rules and pri.nciples Ehat generates an
infinite class of sentences with their fornal and
semantic propertj.es). But this might not be the case.
It is a coherent and perhaps correct proposal- that
the language faculty constructs a grarmnar only in
eonjunction with other faculties of mind. If so,
the language faculty itseLf provides only an abstract
framework, an idealization that does not suffice to
determine a graunar. (1975b:41)

This more abstract framewerk, whereby the 1-anguage faculEy takes

it.s place among "Ehe system of mental faculties in d fixed way"rl

subsequently Eermed "modul-arity of mind" or less tolerantly, perhaps,

"Ilassaehusetts modularism",2 has entailed rather drastic changes in

not only the nnodel of a generative grammar but also a conceptual

revision of the central notions of tgramnart and 'languaget and

an increasing preoccupation with explanatory concerns, a "shift in

focus" which, it seems \rarranted to say, has l-ed to the de facto

abandonment of the criEerion of "descriptive adequacy" altogether

and an increasing reliance on a plausibility argument, the so-called

I' "The theory of UG remains as a component of the theory of mind, but
as an abstraction. Note t,hat, this conclusion, if correct, does not
imply that the language faculty does not exist as an aut,onomous com-
ponent of mental strucLure. Rather the position we are now consider-
ing postulates that this faculty does exist, with a physical- reali-
zaEion yet t,o be discovered, and places it within the system of mental
faculties in a fixed way." (ibid.,42-3)

)- Flanagan (1983:200 ff.)
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"argument from the poverty of the stimulus".

The increased abstractness of the modular conception is seen

j.nitially in the proposal that theorizing about rnind is to be conducted

at the more abstract, 1eve1 of ttcognitivett or ttmental struct,uresrl

rather than of "first-order capacities to actr':

I want to consider nind(...) as an innate capacity to
form cognitive structures, not first-order capacities
to act. The cognitive structures attained enter into
our first-order capacities to act, but should not be
identified with them. Thus it does not seem to me
quire accurate to take "knowledge of Engllsh" to be
a capacity or ability though it enters int,o the capa- ,city or ability exercised ln language use. (L975e:23)

4^.1* I
T?re issue of relevance in the new distinction is^*eq'a11ow't-ha+(a

ful1y developed "cogni.tive structure";:"ia exist wlthout there being

,--: - \

.zt(' 2
-'l-.('

I

a capacity to use this structure. According to Chomsky$aa g"*-

7ef "knowledge of language" ean=4e-+aCeqto persons, whof,^ro, on"i"""on
t

or another, do not evidence this knowledge through linguistic behavior.

Such might. be the case of someone who has taken a vow of silence, or --
to use the example Choursky provides-- a person who has suffered cerebral

trauma, leaving the "language centers" unaffected but "prevent(ing)

their use in speech, comprehension, or let us suppose, even in thought"

(1980a:51). A distinction of this kind is, apparently, intended to

short circuit the evidentiary premiss that 'rbehavior provides a

criterion for the possession of knowledge," a principle to which those

who would analyze'"knowledge of language" as "a capacity or ability

'I'Cf.. (1980a:4):"I would like to chink of linguistics as that parr of
psychology that focuses its attention on one specific cognitive domain
and one faculty of mind, the language faeulty. Psychology, in the sense
of this di.scussion, is concerned, at the very 1east, with human capa-
cities to act and interpret experience, and with the mental- structures
that underlie these capacitles and their exercise; and more deeply, with
the second-order capaclt,y to construct these mental structures, and the
structures that, underlie these second-order eapacities."
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to do something" are, according to chomsky, apt to be "misled".1

Thus r' in obvious reference to his prior use of "competence" to

refer to linguistic abilities in just this now proscribed, sense,

Chomsky maintains that "the tern (i.e., "competence" - TR) is

misleading in that it suggests rability' -- an associ.ation r

would like to sever." 2 In pJ-ace of "competence,, in the old

ability-conjuring sense, chomsky proposes two conceptual clari-
fications. First, A's knowlecige of a language (to know a language)

is to be analyzed as Ats being "in a certain mental state" where

Ehis means that A possessg" "" certain mental structure consisting

of a system of rules and principles that generate and relate mental

representaEions of various types." 3 In addition, the term rcompetencer

is now relativized by the assumptions of modularity.ff to a model

of mind comprising interacting modular (autonomous) faculties. As a

result, there is now 'rgrannnatical competence" 4 
"od "pragmatic conpeEence,,

(1980a:48)

(1980a:59). Cf., Higginbothan (1982 :L44):"In rerrospecr Chomsky's
terminology (in ASPECTS) seems to have been unfortunate. The term
'competencet suggests that the possessor of competence possesses a
skil1 of some sort and tperformance' correlatively suggests a domain
of actual behavior that falls short in various respects of being
ideally 'competent'. Both suggestions are misleading."

(1980a:48). Thus gramnars do not generate sentences or structural
descriptions but "mental representations of various types".

By which is meant "the cogniEive state that encompasses a1l those
aspeccs of form and meaning and t,heir relation, including under-
lying structures that enter into that relation, which are properly
assigned to the specific subsystem of the human rnind that relat.es
representations of form and meaning. A bit misleadingly perhaps,
I tril1 continue to call this subsystem "the language faculty"(ibid.,59)
r do noE pretend to understand what is meant bv a "subsystem of the
human mind that relates representations" nor what is meant by saying
(i98Ia:34) t.hat "the brain uses notations" such as"quantifier-variable
raEher Ehan quantifier-free".

I

)
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where this latter "underlies the ability to userr the formet I 
"rrd

ii,

is possiblv also to be characterized as a tcognitive stater.

The re-analysis of "competence" ("knowledge of language") in

terms of "cogritive states attained" rathet than "first-order abilities"

etc., underscores a rather radical "conceptual shift" 3 regarding

the fundamental notions of tlanguaget and tgramart. Just how far

Chomsky has come from the original Program of generative grarunar

of LSLT or even of ASPECTS can be seen in the distinction nord drawn

between "external!zed" and "internalized language". For Chomsky

now maintains that it "makes no sense" to t,hink of a natural language

as one does of arithmetic, that is, as "the Set of weLl-formed

sent,ences...given in terms of some externaL criterion, whereas

'grammar' is some characterization of this infinite set of objects".4

To the contrary a "language" is "an epiphenomenon" 
5 

"nd the quesEion,

as to what a language is, iS "not, as it Stands' a question of science

Aat a11"." Even demarcating what is, or is not, an utterance or

I "pr"gr"tic competence underlies the abillty to use such knowledge
(i.e., "grammaticaL competence" - TR) along with the conceptual
system to achieve certain ends or Purposes.rr (1980a:59) Another
(more exhaustive?) inventory is given in (198la:18)\ft is reason-
able to suppose that the representations PF and LF stand at the
i.nterface of gramtatical competence, one mentally represented
system, and other systems: the conceptual system, systems of bel-ief,
of pragmatic competence, of speech production and analysis, and so on."

')t (l98Or:59):"It might be thac pragmatic competence is characterized bv
a certain System of constitut,ive rul-es represented in the rnind...."

')' (t9g3a) and (1984).

- (1983a:159).

5 (rgalb:5).

' (1979u 232).
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sentence of a language is not to be thought an interesting pursuit.'

This is a remarkable development for a program which began by declaring

that "the goal of a grannar is to characterize aLL the utterances of

the language" (Cf. 'the progranrrnatic statements cited in $4.2 above and

in Chapter 3).

The terrnfnslsg{ "externalized language" is intended to emphasize

a distinction from the "internalized granmar" by which it is "determined"

and which rfconsti.tutes the knor^rledge attained".2

A generat,ive granrmar is not a set of statements about
externalized object,s selected in some manner; rather it

. purports to depict what one knows when one knows a lan-
guage.. . . (1983a:156)

Accordingly, in referrin{to the domain of phenomena that a grammar-\
seeks to charactetLze, chomsky suggests the concept "knowledge of

grarunar" rather than "knowledge of languag.".3 The difference is

one between statements pert.aining tIp'('definite real-world objecr,\\
situated in space-time and entering into causal relations", statements

which in virtue of being "about steady states attained or the initial

sEate (assumed fixed for the species)" are "true or false" and those

pertaining to the "externalized language" which "have a status that

is much less clear, since there is no corresponding real-world object".4

(1983a:156):"how one chooses to draw its boundaries is not a very
signifieant question.'r

ni r

Ibid. ,L57. However, in a later paper (1984) Chomsky distinguishes
"E-language" as above andttl-languagett which refers totta state of
the language faculty" (8), and continues to speak of "knowledge of
language" in the sense of ttl-languagett.

1

J

+
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It would appear that what ls being propounded here Ls somethlng

akin to physlcalism; dependlng upon how one understands "sLtuated

in space-cime and entering lnto causal relationsX statements about
)

ar:nies, religlons and bank accounts share this "much less clear

stacus". But th\shift ln focus" is instead perhaps better

characterized by ri"a , shal1 call 'bloLogisrn', eiven b;{r
(+^ l

Chomsky's own preference for disciplinary affiliation

\ avalla.ble, remaining distinct only in that its concernI eve5-s.v^E t

\ is a particular faculty of mind, ultinately, the human\ 15 a parElcular taculEy ot mlnd, ult]-mately, the hu

\ brain: it,s initial state and its various attainable
\ mat,ure states ( 1983a: 157)\

and the other:trise encountered resistance to reduction 'a11 the
I

way down' elsewhere in cognitlve psychol-ogy.' t{hat is c1ear,

however, is that this shift of focus isCX shift towards realism: \

I-languages are things in the world in particular mind/
brains, while E-languages are not; theories of l-languages
are on a par with scientific theories in other domains,
while theories of E-languages, if sensible at all, have some
different and more obscure status. Linguistics....wi11 be
incorporated wlthin the natural- sciences lnsofar as mechanisms
are discovered which have the properties revealed in these
more abstract studies ( I 984: 10) .

mat,ure states ( 1983a: 157)

€

I
,l"t* -\&,.

The claim that (biological) mechanisms "have the properties revealed

in these more abstract (i.e., linguistic) studies" is at l-east initially

r\- As, for instance, Fodor (1978), €sp. 17L-z:\if neurological repre-
senEations specifv those properties of st.ates of the central nervous
system in virtue of which they constitute formulae belonging to a code,
then the descriptions such stet.es receive in sciu'nc€s stil1 more basic
t.han neurologl' almost certainlv do not. ...The more reason \re have for
rhinking Ehat neuroltrgv milht substanEivel.' reduce ps1'cho1ogr,, the less
reason we have for thinking tlrat physics rnicht srrbstantivelv reduce
nerlrology." This resistance can also be observed, perhaps, in the
use of the neologism "mind/brain".

/.'\ With this shift of focus, lingui.stics bec-onres--ii--Fiffi'=-
'(^- / ciplE part of biologl' It should sooner or later*. ' i disappear as a discipline as new kinds of data become
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troubling without further clarificatiorpl -*#ffi"r"
in the remainder of this chapter is that of scrutinizing the

"properties revealed" j.n the "more abstract'r investigations of

lingui.stic theoryj I/ "r",.+"*.*"r1$t*9# rhar ratk of

statements about "real-world obja"a"i which are "Erue or false"

and t.herefore "on a par with scientific theories in other domains"

ostensibly conflates a long-standing question about the justifi-

cation of formal gramnars (which we showed in Chapter 3 was the

original impetus for generative gramnar) with a metaphysical

position about the status and interpretation of scientific theories.

For in naintaining that claims made on behalf of linguistic

theories (and granrnars of particular languages formulated in their

terms) are, in principle , ' ,o be justified by the determination

that the underlying (biological) mechanisms do in fact "have the

properties revealed in these more abstract studies", Chomsky is

importing the issue of realism into the realm of the validation

of empirical theories of language, a distinct and arguably inde-

pendent concern. 3 *a, despite the derogation of attested (observed)

sentences to the status of "externalized language", the grarunarian

I- For example, how is a "biological mechanism" !o be identified as
det.ermining, sdy, t.he "abstract" property that play
(virtually) a symnetrical predicate" (see belowX

"(L)inguistics should soomer or lat.er disappear as a discipline
as new kinds of data become available" oD. cit.

See, €.9., the discussion of this point in Fine (1986).

5{n*6_

\**'*L;

)

with "is
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(for the foreseeable future, at least) has no alternative to

assegsing his predictive generalizations according to whether

they correetly descrite such data. Moreover, since "as a dls-

cipline, linguistlcs is deflned by lts attention to a certain

kind of data -- for example, inforrant judgements", I 
"rrd 

since,

presumably, speakers can render "informant judgenents" only

about observed test sentences, which certainly beJ.ong to the

"externalized languagerr, the test of any proposed structural

principle requlres deteraining if the principle is obeyed in

other sentences which the grammatical theory indicates to be

similar in a relevant respect. If no such generality can be

demonstrated, the grarnmarian is hardly warranted in saying

more than that this or that test, sentence can be described bv

such-and-such a structural principlel however, the precise

domain of validlty of the principle renains to be established.2

If the methodology for linguistic theory, schematically

construed here, seems suspiciously like advocating an extension

of coverage for principles which purport to characterize the

structure of a particular language, it is because we know of

no other mrnner of ernpirically assessing particular graumat.ieal

proposals. And surely any claims fomarded as to a native speakerts

"knowledge" of a proposed granrmatical princlple can only be

I- Chomsky (1983a:157).

n' IE (should) go without saying that this caution is all the more
appropriate where the principle is alleged to be innately deter-
mined, wit.hin the parameEric spectrum of an innate constraint.
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subsequent to an investigation of this kind. Failing this,

we shall be quite secure in the belief that any "knowledge"

evidenced in an informantrs intuitions regarding a sample

sentence remrins a mrtter of unformulated, perhaps other,
)-v4V -;i1^structural principles 4id-a knowledge of the occurring

lexical- items, based on the informantts experience of how

they are used. Ihis methodology does not appear congenial

to the distinction sought between "externalized language"

and "real-world objects situated in space-timerr etc.

Furthermore (as we shall see, imrediately below) the highly

theory: and assumption-intbrnal character of linguistic theories,

if taken or conceived as blologlcal theories about hypothetical-

genetic or neural structures and mechanisms which stand in only

a remote and very indirect relation Eo obser:vable linguistic evidence,

appears contingent upon sonething like the conflation, indicated

above, of metaphysical views about the nature of sci.entific theories

and the more pragnatic issue of justifying particuar grammatical
t^ {rt'tprinciples. rt is onLy'the latter probl-em 

"€*{fu€sf 
a solution

is attainable by present-day linguistic theory with its reliance

on linguistic evidence; the claim that rsomething elset, other kinds

of evidence, perhaps, is required to realIy validate the theoretical

constructi.ons of linguistics would seem to be sinp]-y the expression

of a negative opinion about the scientific standing of present-day

linguistics, a disparagement gfo{€ what linguistics at present, is

able to do.
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{othe extent of their application^e*rouil{be ln the forefront of concern.

Instead, the methodol-ogical situation seems to be as follows: lf

it can be shown ttlat a restrlction is observed in some sentence or

paradigm of "sample facts", then, lf it ean be shown that this

restriction "follows from" some more abstract principle for which

there nay be similar evidence on other grounds, then this principle

is held to rrrestrict the class of possible/accessibl-e/attainable

gratt'.ars" and an "explanatory hypothesis" is put fotnrard for the

existence of the restrictions obsenred in the data set. Since such

an abstract principle could not possibly have been "learned" by

"inductive general-izatlon" from the "primary linguistic data" to

which the child acquiring a language is exposed, 'inference to the

best explanation' reasoning offers the conclusion that this

abstract principle is part of the initial (i.e., genetically endowed)

state of the child.l In just Ehis way, generative granrrnar seeks

to acquire the hlghly prized "deductive depth" which enables a few

principles adnitting of parametric variation to account for the

enormous diversity of languages, and which, as a whole, characterizes

I- Cf.. Chomsky (1980c:54-5):"The evidence bearing of the hypothesis
at-tributing rules of granmar to the mind is that sample facts are
explained on the assumption that the postulated rules are part of
the structure of (ttre) A(ttained) S(tate) and are used in computa-
tions eventuating in such behavior as judgements about form and
meaning. The evidence with regard to UG is that properties of states
attained are explained on the assumption that the principles are as
postulated in (tnel I (nitial) S (tate) . "
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theories of the mature sciences, which theorize in the "Galilean
'lstyle". ' But as a resuLt of its highly selective posture towards

what constitutes linguistic data, it nay be questioned whether it

is pursuing a goal which is enpirically constralned. Ttrorny declsions

are involved as to whether the "samp1-e facts" chosen bear upon the

significant ("rea1-wor1d") object, other faculties of nind, or are otherwise

due to some idj.osyncratlc historical or cultural accretion:

(W)e have 1itt1e a priori insight into the demarcarion
of relevant facts -- that is, into the question of which
phenomena bear speclfically on the structure of the lan-
guage faculty in its inltial or mqture state as distinct

. from other faculties.of uind or external factors that
interact with grarnmar.(in the broadest sense) to produce
the data directly presented to the investigator. (1980b:2)

(E)ach actual J-anguage will incorporate a large periphery
of borrowings, historical residues, inventions and so on,
that we can hardly expect to -- and indeed would not want
to -- incorporate within a principled theory of UG.
What a particular person has inside his head is some kind
of artefact resulting from the interplay of many idiosyn-
cratic factors, as contrasted with the more significant
reality of UG (an element of shared biological endowrnent)
and core graumar (one of the systems devised by fixtng
the parameters of UG). (I979a:3-4)

Still, it is debatable Lrhether the "sample facts" appealed to are

i-n fact univocall-y descrj.bed in the postulated manner and thus

whether the principles hypothesized are underwritten by judgements

quite as striking and distinctive as claimed (and as they need

I' Chomsky (1980a:8-10,218-19). Of course, appeals to Galileo are
hardly novel in psychology, but then Gal-ileo means different things
to different psychologies. For instance, Hu1J- (1937) sees in Galileo
the progenj.tor of the postulational method in empirical investigation,
whereas Lewin (1931), (1935) sees the rnajor contribution as rhe downfall
of Aristot,elian modes of exolanation.
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be Eo clearly warrant, it would seem, their nati.vist pedigree).

Several, arguably representative, cases of argumentation selected

from the recent literature are exa,mined below in demonstration

of this point. In the first it can be shown that the posited

grarrmatical principle all-egedly determined by innate constraints

is rather an artifact of the restricted selectional data eonsidered;

in the second, a choice made between two competi.ng theoretical

proposals is seen to be based largeLy, if not entirely, on bighly

theory-internal assumptions, wlth obsenrable consequences that are

disputable.
'l

The first exampLe is Eaken from a discussion - which focuses

on the relation between the metatheoretlcal criteria of descriptive

and explanatory adequacy. The cited data are as follows (we use the

enuEeration of the text. for convenience):

(3) Mary bought a dog to play with

which has the relevant structural description

(a) krzr bousht (vp l 9gg)z (S 4 (, nr, to play with NP2) )

where the noun phrases in the embedded sentence are assigned an

interpretation according to the indlcated indexing by a "rule of

construalrr, Thus (3) has the lnterpretation

(7) Mary bought a dog for Mary to play with the dog

and not

(8) Mary bought a dog for the dog to play wlth Mary.

I chorsky (198fd 236-7).
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The interest of this example, for Chomsky, is that, desplte the

fact that plav..+ wlth "i.s (virtually) a symnetrical predicate", i.e.,
having the meaning rx plays with y Lff. y plays with xr, native

spedkers of English nonetheless understand (3) to mean (7) and

not (8), which is "a very sharp but quite reurarkable judgernent,,.l

According to Chomsky,

there are two facts that call for explanation....one is
the facr rhat, (3) neans (7) and not (g). The second ls
the fact that speakers of English somehow know that this
is the case. Ret,urning to the descriptively adeguate
grarnmar that we have assumed to provide rules sufficient
to generate (3) with the structural descriptlon (4), but
not with the lndices reversed in the ernbedded sentence,
we nay say that this gramnar provides an explanation, at
a certain level, for the flrst of these factsr... The form
of the explanation is stralghtforward. Attributing the

. descriptively adequate grannur and principles for inter-
pretation of indices to tbe speaker-hearer, \re conclude,
...correctly in this case, that (3) will nean (7) rather
than (8). The theory that attributes to the speaker-hearer
the descriptively adequate grarmar and accompanying prin-
ciples of interpretation therefore qualifies as an ex-
planatory theory, at a certai.n leve1(:Z;.

As we have seen above, however, "descriptive adequacy'r is not t.o

be considered without relation to the concept of "explanatory adequacy":

But the descriptively adequate grar'nar provides no answer
to the second and deeper question: How does the chil_d cometo know that the facts are as specified in the descriptively
adequate grarnmar?(:21... The explanation offered by a theoryof u(niversal) G(ramuar) that meers the level of descriptive
adequacy is illuminating to the extent that propertles of
uG rather than properties of the course of expeiience, deter-
mj.ne the elements of the steady state attained (3g).

Since this case for explanatory prlnciples (the posited ruLe of con-

strual) rides on the assumption that play with "is (virtually) a

I- (198Id:36); in discussion of rhis example in (l9g0a:l7g), Chomsky
observes that "the two possibilities (of interpretation) are vir-
tua11y if not completely synonymous, yet we understand (36 = 3)to be associated with one interpretation though not the other."Here, chomsky suggests a rather dlfferent "minlmum distance prin-
cip1e" as the relevant principl.e which applies to determine thisjudgeurent. Our argument below extends to thls account as wel1.
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symmetrical predicate" it may not be unfair to obse:rre that

our "course of experience" (deteroining, presunably, the elements
i

of the steady state of "knowl-edge of language'r that we have

attained) tells us that nany occurrences of play wtth are with

NP argunents that are not synrmetrical in the required sense.

For instance, Boys play wlth guns is hardly equivalent (or synony-

mous) to Guns play wlth boys because of the lronical nuance; He

is playing with fire (whether llterally or netaphorically inter-

pretated) is not equj-val-ent to Fire is playing with hirnl so also,

He is only playing with ne (as said by a boxer between rounds) is

not equivalent to I an only playlng wlth him, etc. The range of

NP arguments of play with does not support the statement that

play with "is (virtually) a symetrical predicate".

But it seems other selectional properties are involved as

well in the analysis of this data. Consider Mary brought a friend

to play with (since Mary bought a friend ro play with, although

perfectly interpretable as violating the proposed rule of construal,

seems prirnarily ironical): in this case one can certainly naintain

that Play wlth is synrmetrical with respect to lts argument 1Jps

likewise violatlng the proposed rule of construal. Sirnilarly,

Marv needs a friend to play with, Mary desired a friend to play with,

are also syrmetrically Lnterpretable; to stipulate an asylmetrical

int.erpretation appears purely arbitrary. Even more clearly, consider
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Mary sold a dog to play with. ry and sell are clearly related

semantically, and this relation shows up in the fact that we hardl-y

can interpret this sentence as l4ary sold a dog for Mary to pl_ay with

the dog. It is clear that the asy?i'netry of interpretation posited

by the "rule of construal" for play with is really onJ-y an artifact

of the selectional properties of the two NP arguments as well

the verb in the prinary sentence. Despite the avowed concern

on to "expl-anatory adequacy'r from "descriptive adequaCy", it

as

to

is

of

push

I

apparent that the analysis of the "sample factsil proposed here
\)rt^alisdescriptive1yinadequate'.fr@no''exp1anatory'|

hypotheses may legitinately be generated/ f-- i[c,

A second case provides an exampl-e ], nor, in pursuit of

"explanatory adequaCy", a vastly increased latitude is alloted to

idealizat,ion -- elsewhere referred to as the "Galilean style" of

theoretical inquiry -- allowing highly theory-internal considerations

to base a choice between competing proposals concerning very little

empirical data. Looked at less theory-internally, the choice appears

rather to involve primarily ad hoc and incidental factors. In a

)^-) Irecent work introducing "government^binding (GB) theory", ' Chomsky

I- (1979a). Chonsky cites this theory as changing the direction of
research in generat,lve grammar: "(r)f something like this GB theory
turns out to be more nearly correct, as r rather suspect, given its
more principled character, Ehen it follows that a certai.n range of
evidence that has been quite central in ($\ developnent of theory
in some recent, work, in particular ny own, is in fact, not central
but rather represents a category of narked phenomena of English
and in part a few other languages (2)." Chonsky (19Sla) is, to dare,
the rnajor presentation of this theory.
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appeals to the conception of "core granmar and markedness" to

siLuate the e:rplanatory goals of generative graumar. Ttre linguistrs

task of providing a "highly structured theory of UG based on a number

of fundamental principles that sharpl-y restrlct the class of attainable

grannars and narrowly constrain their form" (1) is to proceed by

determining how the "paraneters" of the principles of UG are "fixed

by experience". Slnce the parameters nay be embedded in a theory

of UG "that is sufficiently rich ln deductive structure", fixing

the parameters in one ltay or another al-lows a mechanism which can

account for the great diversity of languages. A core gramtar of a

language such as English is then a theory which specifies how the

parameters of UG are fixed by the experience of a child raised in

an English speech comunity. Ttris determines a particular gramnar

which, it is supposed, "generates a specific language" (3). But

thi.s language is rather different from what is usually meant by the

term:

(I)t is hardly to be expected that what are actually
called tlanguagest or rdlalectst or even rideolectst
will conform precisely or perhaps even velT closel-y
to the systems generated by fixing the parameters of
UG, the systems that I wlll call "core gratmrars". This
could happen only under ideallzlng conditlons that are
never realized in fact ln the real worl-d of hetereo-
geneous speech conrnunlties. (3)

In a passage we have already cited, it Ls noted that the languages

generated by "core gramars" are to be considered free of "borrowings,

historical residues, inventions and so on".
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The data ore sna/ consi.der pertain to the choice of particqlar

theoretical propo#ls within this guiding framework of "core gramnar

and maiksdness"I In term.inology suggestive of notlons familiar frorn
4

the logical analysis of language, an anaphoric expression (i.e., an

expression entering into coreference relations with other terms -_
for instance each other in the nen like each other) is said to be

"bound" by its antecedent, the binding being indicated by coindexing

at the level of linguistic representatlon called Logical Forn (LF).

rn the case of each other, the forlowing "interpretive principle"
is assumed (e.g. (198ldz62))z

'NP-...each other ... n'eans (roughly) ...esch o! t{p, ...!he other Np.---=---i --=- -- --1 -

Thus (a) the men like each other has the interpretation 'each of the

men likes the other ment. on the other hand, an element that is not

bound, i.€., assigned indexi.ng at LF, is "free". Thus in
(b) They- believe (each other_- ro be inrelligent)-]--a

each other i-s bound as indicated to thev outside the ernbedded clause

of its occurrence, but free within this clause. such distinctions
are used to account for unacceptable sentences like

(c) They. believe (each other- are intelligent)
where the embedded clause is tensed (i.e., is not infinitival). Accordingly,

Ehe tensed clause is said to be an "opaqu€ domainr': no anaphoric expression

can be free in it even if bound by another elenent outsid,e this domain

(as in (c) ). rt is the task of the gramnarian to formulate the conditions
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of UG, such as opacity conditions, governing elements such as

each other.

I

According to OB theoryp{-t980L$.{ -
t

t,here are precisely two opague domeins: the subJect of a tensed

sentence (as in (c) above) and the c-conrmand donain of the subject

of any category.l fhi" latter condition accounts for the deviance

of sentences like

(d) They. saw (-- Johnrs pictures of each other.).

-r 
- 

ttr 

- 
-t

I{ere opacity prevents any interpretation since each other is ln
:"

the c-corunand dornain of the subject John of the category NP, and

each other is free in the domain NP, al-though bound by they outside

this domain.

I
(1980b:10) gives the foLlowing Comruand condition, regarded as
as general property of coindexing rules: "an antecedent must
c-cornnand its anaphor, where P fs said to c-comand q. if F
does not contaLn o( (and therefore p # xEiffi is dorninated
by the first b-ranching category dominating IJ : then a is in the
domainofP."

To illusttate this property, in the following tree P c-cornrnands cc:
,/\

P 'o<

The opaclty condition (1980b:13) states: "If q ls ln the domain
of the subject of P , p mininal, then o( cannot be free it F ."
The mininal-ity conilition is irrelevant to our exarnple.
For the exanple (d) above, this is lllustrated by:

F n'-
Poss /' -------..-

/ i N >PP' 
\ | \- -*'
tl

,llti
, s pictures of each other

Itt\

I
I

John
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In GB theory, there are t\ro binding condi.tions relevant to

our discussion. One is for pronouns:

(e) if NP is pronominal, it is free in its governing categoryl,
and one is for anaphoric expressions like each other,

(f) if NP is an anaphor, it is bound in its governing category.

Now the OB and GB theories make different predlctions where the

governing category ls NP. Ttre significant cases are (using Chomskyts

enumeration):

(18) John. read (Uphtui

and

books)

q

3

' (2L) They. read (.,^ eaCh other's. books)

-1 

NP__1

Under the OB theory, the position of his in (18) shoul-d be trans-
d

parent since it is in nelther of the opaque domains, i.e.,*if,J"?-onain

of tense6r ttre subject of the governing category NP. a"cirairrgry,

OB theory predicts that his should be disjoint in reference to John

just as hin is in John saw him. But clearly his and John can be

coreferential. In GB theory, under binding condition (e) above,

the facts are othemise:

the correct facts are predicted. Ttrus in (18), the governing
category for his is the NP ln which it receLved Possessive
Case -- the exact mechanisms still have to be rnade explicit
but the point is obvious. Therefore by Principle (B) (= e)
of the binding theory, hls must be free in this categorY,
as it is in (18). But lt can be coindexed with John or any
NP outside of the NP in which it appears, as reqilred. (19)

I- (l979azL2) z"We say that, o( governs € if ,f mininally c-corunands
(, ( rr a lexical category or Tense); that ls, { c-conmands /3
and there is no lt- c-cormanded by o: and c-coromanding p but not
c( Finally, d is the governing category for f if it is the

minimal category in which 13 is governed (wherex= NP or S)."
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rn (21) the two theories also make opposing predictions. rn

this ,case lt is GB theory which, via the binding conditlon (f),

incorrectly predicts that (21) is ungramnatical since each other

is free in its governing category (= NP) whereas the OB system

correctly permits each other to be co-tndexed with they. Now by

appeal. to the notion of core grannar and oarkedness, chomsky

maintains that what a theory incorrectly predlcts -- either as to

graumaticality ot'io a permlssible interpretation of coreference

relations -- is "iarked" according to that theory, i.e., is part

of "a large periphery of borrowings, historical residues, inventions,

and so on" (3), and so l-ies outside the structures of uG as specified

by the principles of that trreory\trus rhe oB and GB rheories differ
in Eheir properties concerning rnarkedness. How Ls one to assess the

difference between then? According to Chomsky:

In t.hese cases, it seems to me reasonable to conclude
that the predictions of the GB system are in fact correct,
as contrasted with those of the OB system. Thus (18) is
surely the normal case in the languages of the world whereas
such structures as (21) appear to be rare....

Suppose that we accept these conclusions: thus l_et us
tentatively accept the GB system that has been sketched here
and take (21) to be a 'qarked structure, thus supposing it
to be rare and specifically learned in English on the basis
of explicit data that indicates that somehow the condltions
of core grarmlrr are to be relaxed. we could predict, then,
that a child learning English would take (21) to be ungramrarical.
Note that this ls an assumption wlth specific empirical content,
though the obvious experlment to test lt cannot, be carried out
for ethical- reasons. (20-1)
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It nay come as a surprise that a "core.

required to generate such structures as (18)

with his referring indifferently to John or

structures that are "surely the normal case

gramar" should be

John. read (his. books)

to some other person,.

in the languages of

C

D

che world", but not structures such as (21) Thev. read (each ottre{gi

books), because these are "rare and specifically learned in English

on the basis of explicit data that indicates (sic) that the condi-

tions of core grannar are to be relaxed". Of course, it should

first be recalled how the conceptlon of a grannnar has changed under

the aegis of ttcore gratn-artt and ttmarkednesstt, from that of demar-

cating the well-forrned sequences of words to that of characterizing

certain strings as graurnatical through a stipulation that only

certain co-reference possibilitles obt"irr. I 
One may also query

the methodological decision that restricts structural investigations

of reference to intrasentential dornains (despite the facts of discourse

and text, r"f.t"n"" 2;; to be sure, the pri-nciples of "UG" are nearly

always forwarded as proposals constraining the forrn of sentence

grannnrs. The lncreasing prominence accorded to the explanatory

concern to isolate the "phenomena which bear speclfically on t,he

structure of the language faculty in lts initial or mature state" 3

in effect means that the linguistts gramar is no longer held to be

The import of reference (conceived as a relation between words and
things) in recent generative theorizing thus narkedly contrasts vrith
Ehe scepticism Chornsky expressed concerning the linguistic signifi-
cance of "the theory of reference" in LSLT; see Chapter 3 $31 above
and the references cited there.

The notion of co-reference must be distinguished from the purely
linguistic notf3iJG-ss--reference ; see Gottfried (1986) for
an analysis of cross refete"ti'dl r.l.tions in discourse.

Chonsky (i980b:2).
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descriptive of the linguistle intuition of the native speaker;

presumably, linguistic intuition does not suffice to distinguish

anong (18) and ,tt'H doJ the competing proposals for ttcore gramrart]

although, it goes without saying, some ;;tffia"a."riterion is

surely operative in the assessment that (18) is "surely the normal

case in the languages of the world".

Even granting the highly theory-internal character of this

argumentation pertaining to the principles of "core gra'rmlar", it
is not prima faele obvious that formulating algorithms correctly

describing co-reference possibilities, possibilities arrificially

bounded by intrasentential conEexts, should advance any hypothesis

as to'rthe structure of the language faculty", the supposed biolo-

gical endowment for language. More importantly, how is the clain

to be understood that "data" such as (18) and (21) provide the

basis of a choice between competing theoretical- construals regarding

the nat.ure of the "innate schematism" of the language faculty? Such

a basis scarcely seems sufficlent and the resulting choice can, at

best, only be maintained provisionally, pending a much more systematic

treaEment of relevant dara. As it is, at"iilta rhat a single principle
A

of co-reference encompassing both (18) and (21) has yet to be formulated

appears to be the prinary reason for declaring that one is "(core)gram-

mat.ical" and the other is "marked", i.e., an "artefact resulting from

the interplay of rnany idiosyncratic functions, as contrasted with the

more significant reality of uG (...) and eore graurnar...". For although
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we are assured lrat this choice between competlng theoretl.cal proposals

is one with "sp. -:ific empirical- contentrr, what possible empirical con-

trol -- on the grounds of evidence presented in this argument --
prevents the sceptic from sinply reverslng the decision concerning

(18) and (2L)? References to "ethical reasons" which preclude "the

obvious experiment to test" this decislon are not -cxa*+*tlkely to

satisfy the sceptic's doubt rhat an empirical proposal has been

advanced. From l,he argumentation surveyed here, it appears to be

a reasonable policy to be wary of claims that theory-internal

decisions of this kind are proposaLs with definite emplrical con-

sequences

From an lnltial endeavor originating in an attempt to

characterize a particular linguistic capacity of speakers of a

language by generating 'al1 and onlyt the well-formed word sequences

of the language, generative grarmar has emerged in recent years as

entirely preoccupi.ai*rrorrs ro i.solare and identify -- using

linguistic evidenc., L..., sentences and the judgements of native

speakers concerning these -- aspects of language structure that are

allegedly due to a highly specific genetic endorment of the human

species. That such a program cEn mnftg headway at all on the basis

of linguistic evidence is, of course, moot, pending the

of confirmed unlversals of strueture obtaining in^widely

languages. Organology netaphors aside, I

demonstration

diverse €,nd---e-

it is open

- E.g., Chomsky (1981e:6):"It seems to me not unlikely that much of
our knowledge of the nature and behavior of objects in our physical
envi-ronment is rooted in princlples of mental structure....These
"mental organs" - which need not, of course, be isolable in aparticular neural region -- develop in a specific way on the basis
of our biological endsrsoent and provide the basis for substantial
parts of our knowledge-*o

nany different
A
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I

to question whether the required sharp conceptual divide

between the categorles of fbiologicalr and thlstoricalf/

tculiuralt/tlearnedf can wlthstand the critl.clsm of contem-

porary evolutionary theory. I But, above all, desplte the

appearance of results produced by nany workers and an impressive

array of te:mlnologies and formal notat,lons, a closer scrutlny

of the methods, goals, and assuDptlons of generatlve granmar

renders a rather severe and negative assessment: that, as

presently conceived and practiced, generatlve gratrmar can

hardly succeed in lts goal of fo:mulating unlversals of
,

l3nguage^thereby accounting for child language acquisition,

and that lt has not produced, under Lts governlng assumptlons

and methods, an empirically accountabLe theory of language

structure.

I S"", €.8., Lewontin (1978) and (1981), and Gould and Lewontin
( 1979) .


